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INTRODUCTION 
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This  report  has  been  written  on  the  assumption  that part of Dr  BOISSEAU's 
introduction was  drawn  up  in agreement  with  the  rapporteurs  for  the 
other  EC  areas.  The  introduction  to  the  present  version  deals with 
principles and  programmes  of rehabilitation.  All  other  points  intended 
for  inclusion  in  the  introduction will be  found  in the  French rap-
porteur's report. 
Principles and  programmes  of rehabilitation 
To  an  increasing extent,  the rehabilitation of  handicapped persons 
is now  recognized as  one  of the  tasks  of a  modern  social policy.  This 
means  that  the State has  accepted an  obligation  to  provide  and  to  guarantee 
comprehensive  help  for all who  are  ph~sically, mentally  or  emotionally 
handicapped.  All political parties agree  on  this objective,  and  on  the 
concrete  target  to  be  aimed at,  namely,  that of  enabling the  handicapped 
person  to  develop all his capabilities,  thus securing for  him  an  appro-
priate place  in society,  in particular in  his  working life. 
These  principles,  however,  are not  self-evident  from  previous  develop-
ments.  Nowadays,  financial  compensation  is being progressively replaced 
by  the  comprehensive  benefits of medical,  educational,  occupational 
and  social rehabilitation.  Furthermore,  rehabilitation is no  longer 
provided  as  a  function  of  the  cause  of  the  handicap,  or  the  handicapped 
person's age,  but  solely of his  or her  need  for  such measures. 
These  aims  were  taken  by  the  Federal  Government  and moulded  into  an 
action  programme,  published in April 1970.  The  'Aktionsprogramm  der  Bun-
desregierung  zur  Forderung der Rehabilitation der  Behinderten'  (Federal 
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Government  action  programme  to  promote  the rehahilitation of handicapped 
persons)  announced  that  they  would  be  achieved  nnd  put  into practice by 
concentrating  on  the  following  points  of  empha8JS  and priority measures 
- Reform  of  the  law  on  severely  handicapped  persons,  with  a  view  to 
harmonizing  and  unifying rehabilitation benefits; 
- Coordination  of rehabilitation work  with  a  view  to creating a 
system of effective rehabilitation facilities,  training specia-
lists and  promoting research and  documentation  activities; 
- Increasing  the  awareness  of society by  an  active  campaign  of 
public  information. 
The  first  focal  point  of emphasis  involves  action  by  the legislature,  the 
second  involves  action  by  the  individual institutions responsible  for 
rehabilitation and  the  third involves  the activities of the  community 
at  large.  These  are  the  three sectors  which  must  cooperate  together if 
rehabilitation is to  succeed. 
These  provisions  may  be  viewed  as  a  compendium  of  contemporary  tendencies 
in rehabilitation,  as  practised in  the  Federal Republic  of  Germany.  Since 
the specific  programmes  are  deduced  from it, this  corpus  of  ideas  may  be 
taken  as  representing the  present state of thinking on  rehabilitation in 
West  Germany. 
While  underlining firmly  that rehabilitation is a  public responsibility, 
the  action  programme  also  emphasises  the  fact  that  this public  responsi-
bility is fulfilled by  private bodies  and  institutions.  The  institutions 
responsible  for  rehabilitation are in general public  foundations  under 
private law,  sometimes  developed  from  the  charitable institutions of  the 
churches.  Such bodies  frequently  go  their  own  way,  with  the result  that 
widely  differing views  of rehabilitation  have  become  current  and  consi-
derable  differences  can  be  found  in  the  level of benefits provided.  On 
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the  other hand,  almost all moves  toward  a  superordinated approach  to 
rehabilitation  have  also  come  from  private  organizations such as  the 
Rehabilitation Foundation  in  Heidelberg,  actin~ however  in  cooperation 
with all the  appropriate state institutions. 
In  summary,  it may  be  said that  a  phase  of intensive regulation and uni-
fication  of the  standards applied in rehabil5tation is impending,  but 
that  the  actual  work  of rehabilitation will  continue  to  be  decentralized 
and  to  depend  on  private initiatives. 
In  any  event it is evident  that  in  the  Federal Republic  of Germany 
initiatives by  the  State are restricted to legislative activities,  coor-
dination  and  the  provision  of advice  and  financial assistance. 
A start was  made  in 1970  towards  coordinating these national functions. 
The  ministries responsible  for  rehabilitation  in  the  Federal Republic 
of  Germany  are  those  of Labour  and Social Affairs and  of Youth,  Family 
Affairs and  Health.  These  two  ministries  have  formed  a  joint working 
party  to  carry  out  the  action  programme,  but this has  not  solved all ques-
tions of responsibility.  It may  be  anticipated that  the  system of  dual 
responsibility will  continue  to  place  certain limits  on  moves  at national 
level. 
National activity going  beyond  promotion  and supervision of rehabilitation, 
for  example  nationalization of the  bodies responsible  for  rehabilitation, 
may  not  be  expected. 
It is important,  however,  not  to  underestimate  the  national arrangements 
which  find  concrete  expression  in  the  social security  system.  Here  the 
State  takes  on  the responsibility  for all those  handicapped  persons  who 
are  not  supported by  the  pension  or  accident  insurance  institutions.  This 
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guarantees  that  the  principles  and  benefits  of social security are 
provided  in full  for all members  of society,  regardless of the  monetary 
contributions  they  may  or  may  not  have  made  and  independentlt  of their 
age  and  of  the  cause  of their handicap.  These responsibilities are 
shared by  the  pensions  offices,  labour  exchanges  and  welfare offices. 
Because  of  the  large  number  of bodies with responsibilities within  the 
social security system,  that is to  say  of institutions responsible  for 
rehabilitation,  the  Federal Republic  of  Germany  is sais to  have  a  'com-
partmentalized system'  of social security. 
It is the  primary  function  of  these  bodies  to  provide  the  individual han-
dicapped  person  with  the  benefits of rehabilitation,  both in  the  form 
of services such as  therapeutic  treatment,  orthopaedic  care  of re-
training and  of  financial assistance  such as  injury  compensation,  training 
grants,  travel  costs or  subsistence allowances. 
The  Federal Republic  of  Germany  has  emerged  from  the  most  difficult  phase 
of harmonization  and  coordination.  In all quarters,  the  view is now 
gaining ground  that rehabilitation should be  performed with generosity 
and  unbureaucratically.  This  has  the  concrete effect  that rehabilitation 
measures  can  be  begun  even  before  the  question  of who  is responsible  for 
the  costs  has  been  satisfactorily resolved. 
In  October  of  this year  the  Federal  Government  will pass  the  'harmonization 
act'  which  will provide  for  standardization  of benefits,  in particular 
of  interim cash  payments.  This  should eliminate  the  major  difficulties 
in  the  area of harmonization. 
The  success  of  coordination measures is still largely dependent  on  the 
goodwill  of  the  institutions responsible  for  rehabilitation.  There  is 
as  yet  no  evidence  of binding and  explicit State regulations.  It can 
nevertheless  be  safely asserted  that  the  principles  of modern  rehabilita-
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tion are  currently coming  to  be  generally accepted,  independently of 
national directives. 
With  regard to  programmes  and  principles  of rehnhilitation in the  Nether-
landn,  reference may  be  made  to  Appendix 11,  wh5.ch  contains  a  survey of 
the  present position,  and  information  on  the  prnr.:t  .. ammes. 4055174  e 
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Part  I  Summary  of  the legal aspects  and  the avail£ble statistical data 
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The  concept  of  'handicapped person'  is not  defined more  speci-
fically  in  legal provisions.  Within  the social security  system 
the  individual institutions each  have  their  own  concepts  of 
what  constitutes  a  handicap.  In  general  the  following  definition 
is used  :  handicapped persons  are  persons  who  are physically, 
mentally  or  emotionally  handicapped,  whose  prospects  of being 
or  remaining occupationally inteffrated are significantly - and 
not merely  temporarily  - reduced  as  a  result  of their  handicap 
and  who  therefore require special help.  Into  the  same  category 
come  persons  who  are  threatened by  such  a  handicap. 
For  the  purposes  of social assistance,  §  39  of  the  Bundessozial-
hilfegesetz  (Federal Social  Assistance  Act),  18  September  1969 
version, still contained a  list of  the  individual groups  of 
handicapped persons.  The  Third IJaw  Amendinp.;  the  Federal Social 
Assistance  Act,  which  came  into effect  on  1  March  1974,  intro~ 
duced  a  general  definition,  however,  including  ~ithin the  scope 
of handicapped  persons 
a)  physically,  mentally  or  emotionally  handicapped  personn 
whose  condition is not merely  temporary, 
b)  persons  with another  physical,  mental  or  emotional  handicap 
or 
c)  persons  under  the· threat of  a  handicap. 
More  detailed definitions of  individual groups  of  handicappeo 
persons  can  be  found  in  §§ 1-6 of  the  Eingliederungshilfen-
verordnung  (Integration Assistance  Order)  of  28  May  1971 12 
1.21 
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(Bundesgesetzblatt  I  (Federal  Gazette  I)  p.  731)).  The  text  of 
these  provisions is appended  (Appendix 1).  This  Order  will  have  to 
be  modified as  a  result of  the  third amending  law,  but  until that 
time  the  Integration Assistance  Order  will remain  in effect in its 
present  form. 
There  is also  no  definition  of  this  concept  in  the  law  on  social 
insurance.  However,  the  pers~nal conditions  which  have  to  be  fulfilled 
to  qualify  for  rehabilitation benefits are  spelled out  in  the  rele-
vant  Acts.  In  the  field  of  accident  insurance,  a  handicap resulting 
from  an  occupational accident is treated as  a  'reduction  of earning 
capacity'  and  expressed in  percentages. 
Nor  does  the  law  on  war  victims'  pensions  and  on  war  victims'  wel-
fare  define  the  concept.  As  before,  however,  the  personal  conditions 
to  be  fulfilled  in order  to  obtain rehabilitation benefits are  le-
gally  defined. 
Historical  development 
The  first beginnings  of assistance  designed  expressly  for handi-
capped  persons  can  be  found  in  individual  cases  as  far  back as  the 
18th century,  and  to  a  more  pronounced extent  in  the 19th.  Central 
bodies  grew  up,  making  themselves  responsible  for  the  various  groups 
of  handicapped  persons,  the  blind,  the  deaf  and  dumb,  the  crippled 
or  the mentally  disordered.  Most  of these  bodies  owe  their creation 
and  their  continued  existence  to  the  initiative of private  indivi-
duals  and  organizations,  inspired by  feelings  of christian and 
humanitarian  responsibility.  Private  charity  thus  shouldered  a 
major  share  of  the  efforts  to  provide  relevant  welfare  for  handicapped 
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persons.  The  welfare  provided  for  these  poor  people  and  other socially 
peripheral groups  was  not restricted merely  to  charity,  education and 
training,  but also aimed at  gi~ing the  hanriicapped  persons  occupational 
training and  the  capacity to  earn an  income.  At  first  the  choice  of 
training available  was  restricted to  a  few  manual  trades.  Nevertheless it 
had  become  recognized  that  the  only  way  to  help handicapped persons nas 
by  the  joint effects of  therapeutic  treatment,  academic  and occupational 
training or  the  provision of  the  capacity  t~  earn  an  income,  and  a 
process of integration into  workinff life. 
By  the  beginning of  the  first world war,  at  the latest, it had  become 
clear that the  efforts  on  behalf of  the  integration of handicapped 
persons also constituted a  public  problem.  The  national measures  and 
regulations  which  then  resulted,  however,  were  not  designed to  create 
a  uniform and  generally applicable rehabilitation system.  The  precondi-
tions  for  integration assistance,  and its type  and  extent,  depended 
largely on  the  individual problem  to  be  solved and  the  objectives set. 
The  foundations  for  war  victims'  pension  funds  and  ~ar victims'  ~elfare 
were  laid by  the Reichsversor8ungsgesetz  (Reich  Insurance  Code)  of 
12 May  1920.  This  provided  war-wounded  persons  and  dependent  survivors 
not  only  with  a  pension  to  ease  their financial  hardship but  also with 
therapeutic  treatment  and  social velfare  which  had  the  objective of 
reintegrating the  handicapped  persons  into vorking life.  As  part  of the 
social welfare  provisions,  the  disabled person  had  a  right  to  free 
occupational  training to  enable  him  to  obtain  or regain  the capacity 
to  earn  an  income,  provided  that  the  training for  or  practice  of his 
occupation  had  been  made  significantly more  difficult as  a  result of  the 
disablement.  In  addition,  the  welfare  centres responsible  for  war 
victims'  welfare  were  to  give  them  assistance  in selecting an  occupation, 
in  training for it and  in  taking it up.  For  at least a  portion of  the 
handicapped persons,  this  YTas  the first  ti.me  that  a  legal right  to  re-
habilitation had  been granted.  After  different developments  in the 
various  Lander,  the  Bundesversorgungsgesetz  (Federal Pensions  Act)  of 
1  October  1950  once  again created a  uniform  law  for  the  whole  of  the 
Federal Republic.  The  rehabilitation benefits,  which  have  to be  matched 
to  the  characteristics of  each individual  case,  were  improved.  They  are 
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given  in  the  form  of personal assistance,  both as monetary  benefits  and 
as  services,  and  are  intended  to  help  the  handicapped  person  to  reach 
or to maintain  an  appropriate  position  in life.  As  well  as  comprehensive 
therapeutic  treatment,  assistance with integration into normal life is 
provided  in the  form  of academic  training,  occupational  training and 
further  training,  retraining,  and  the procuriPg and  securing of  an 
independent  existence. 
Direct  and  undelayed integration or reintegration  was  furthered  from 
the beginning of 1919  onwards  by  several orders which  made  it compulsory 
to  employ  severely  disabled persons  in certain circumstances  and  gave 
them  special protection against  dismissal.  By  means  of  the  Gesetz  tiber 
die  Beschaftigung Schwerbeschadigter  (Severely  Disabled Persons  Employment 
Act)  of  6  April  1920 and  the  amendment  of  23  December  1922  the  improved 
occupational protection  was  retained beyond  the  period of demobilization, 
and  was·extended;  private  employers,and  public  undertakings  were 
obliged  to  man  2%  of their workplaces  with severely disabled persons; 
when  workplaces suitable  for  the  severely disabled were  remanned,  the 
latter were  to  be  given preferential consideration;  dismissal  was  only 
possible  with  the  agreement  of  the  main  welfare  centre.  The  severely 
disabled were  defined as  war-wounded  persons  whose  capacity to  earn an 
income  had  been  reduced  by  at least 50%.  In fue  same  category  came  persons 
drawing  an  accident  pension  of at least 50%  because  of an  occupational 
accident.  Other  persons,  for  example,  blind civilians,  could  be  included 
in  the  category. 
Indisputably,  the  legislation  on  severely  disabled  persons  has  fully 
proved its worth  in  practice.  ~he diversity of  laws  which  came  into 
being after 1945  was  eliminated by  the Severely  Disabled Persons  Employ-
ment  Act  of 16  June  1953.  As  before,  the  foundations  of  this Act  were 
the  obligation  to  employ  severely  disabled persons,  so  that  they  would  be 
provided with  a  job,  and  protection  for  them  against  dismissal,  so  that 
wherever  possible  they  would  keep it. New  features  were  the  introduction 
of  a  levy  on  every  such workplace  left unfilled and  a  right  to  extra 
paid holiday.  Since  the  Gesetz  zur  Sicherung  der  Eingliederung Schwerbe-
hinderter in  Arbeit,  Beruf  und  Gesellschaft  (Act  to  guarantee  the  Integra-
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tion of Severely  Disabled Persons  in  Work  and  Society)  came  into effect 
on  1  May  1974,  the  legislation respecting severely  disabled persons  has 
been  brought  into line with  the latest  thinkin~ nn  rehabilitation.  In 
terms  of verbal usage,  the  expression  'SchnerbcschKdigter'  (severely 
disabled person)  is replaced by  the  expreAsioJ\  9Schne=behinderter' 
(severely handicapped  person).  The  Act  hn.R  firall;r lost its character 
as  legislation resul  tine;  from  the  v1nx-,  in  t.hrt··  it appJ.ieR  to all  sev~rely 
handicapped  persons,  regardless  of  the  type  c:  cavAn  of  their handicap. 
The  national welfare  system has  applied itself to  the  problem  of  the 
integration of  handicapped  persons  eve:r  since  the  fir.Rt  world  VJnr.  The 
first steps  towards  this problem are  found  in the  Prussian  KrUppalfUr-
sorgegesetz  (Cripples'  Welfare  Act)  of  6  }1RY  1920,  rrhich  MRkes  it a  c\uty 
of  the  public  ~elfare systeM  to assist eripples under  the  age  of 18 
years  to  obtain  the  capacity  to  eRrn  an  in~ome.  The  question is regu-
lated more  comprehensively  by  the welfare  leeislation  ~~awn up  ±n  1924 
and  consisting of  the  Veror.~nunp; Uhnr  din  F1irf'nr{\epflicht.  (Order  r~R­
pecting the  Ohlieation  to  P::-o'\"i0c  ·~~rclf~rc)  0f  1?,  Fch~ua~y 1924  anfl.  thP. 
ReichsgrundsHtzen  Uher  Voraussctzun~, Art  vnd  M~ss  ~er  ~ffentlichon 
FUrsorge  (Basic  Principles  governine;  the  C0nclitions,  Type  and  E~tont of 
Public  Welfare)  of  4  Decenber  1924.  AssistRnce  pro,rided  by  the  puhlic  YTel-
fare  system  expressly  includeA  RSSiRt?n~n tn  1.nvRli~s and  help  jn re-
gaining  the  capacity  to  earn  an  income,  assistance in  the  education of 
minors  and  in giving  them  the  capacity  to  cRrn  an  incone,  aa nell  nR 
assistance in giving this capacity  to hlind,  deaf  a~~  ~unb and  c~ippl~rl 
persons.  The  possibility of proootine institutions fer  the  Pmploynnnt 
of the  disabled  was  also  pro,rided  for  Rt  this early  c1n.te ..  Tl·ro  0oc5::_~.1_re 
criteria are  already clearly in  e~idcncc  :  the basic  principle of  ~he 
subsidiary status of public  welfare  &nd  the  basic  p~inciple that  brn~fits 
should be  individually applied8  Both  of  thoRo  principles still hol~  ~Jnd 
today.  The  ~ar victims'  welfare  system,  ~hich alreRdy  &tring the  flrnt 
world  war  tried to achieve  the  occupational  jnte~rRti.on of  ra~-~nun~rrl 
persons,  was  also  covered  in  the  new  re~ulRtions~ under  the  title 
'Social Welfare' •  To  a  certain extent  spor!iRl  cr.i  t.eria  VJcre  f.'.pplied  to 
war-wounded  persons  and  survivors,  rith reeard  to  thej.r needs  and  to  the 
type  and  extent  of help  provi~ed. 
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The  revision of the.legislation on  social benefits in  the  1950s  further 
extended  the  assistance given  in  the  occupational and social inte-
gration  of  handicapped persons.  By  the  Gesetz  Uber  die  Aenderung  und 
Erganzung  flirsorgerechtlicher  Bestimmungen  (Act  respecting the Modifi-
cation  and  Extension  of  Legal  Provisions  on  Welfare)  of  20  August  1953, 
the  benefits provided  in  particular  for  education,  occupational  training 
and  provision  of  the  capacity  to  earn  an  income  were  further  extended. 
Further  improvements  in benefits were  brought  about  by  the  Gesetz  Uber 
die  FUrsorge  fUr  Korperbehinderte  und  von  einer Korperbehinderung be-
drohten  Personen  (Act  respecting Welfare  for  Physically  Handicapped 
Persons  and  Persons  Threatened  by  a  Physical  Handicap)  of  27  February 
1957  and  the  Gesetz  Uber  die  Tuberkulose-Hilfe  (Tuberculosis  Assistance 
Act)  of 23  June  1959.  The  regulations laid  down  in  the  Physically Handi-
capped  Persons  Act  later significantly influenced the  rules  on  integra-
tion assistance  for  handicapped  persons  under  the  Federal Social Assistance 
Law.  By  means  of this Act,  of  30  June  1961,  the  legislation on  welfare, 
and  thus also  the  legal provisions  on  rehabilitation,  were  unified.  The 
law  combined  the  Acts  and  Orders  which  had  previously  been  passed, 
complemented  them  and placed  the  welfare  legislation  on  a  new  footing, 
also  from  the  standpoint  of its objectives.  Visible  expression  was  given 
to  the  new  order  by  the  alteration of the  term'Oeffentliche  FUrsorge' 
(public  welfare)  to  'Sozialhilfe'  (social Assistance).  The  handicapped 
person  needing assistance  is no  longer  the  object  of national welfare, 
but  is a  legal entity with his  own  rights and  duties.  There is a  legal 
right  to  integration assistance,  comprising therapeutic  treatment  and 
the measures  necessary  for  occupational rehabilitation.  The  categories 
of persons  protected have  been  extended  and  are  described  individually 
according  to  the  types  of handicap.  The  social welfare  provided  for  war 
victimes  and  survivors  has  been  included in  the  Federal Pensions  Act 
in  the  form  of  'KriegsopferfUrsorge'  (War  Victims'  Welfare).  Two 
amending  acts  (1965  and  1969)  reinforced  the  integration assistance.  The 
Federal Social Assistance  Act  now  applies in  the  18  September  1969  version, 
most  recently  amended  by  the  Gesetz  Uber  die  Angleichung  der  Leistung  zur 
Rehabilitation  (Act  respecting Standardisation  of Rehabilitation Benefits) 
of 7  August  1974. 
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Within  the social insurance system,  it is the  Zweite  Gesetz  Uber 
Aenderungen  in  der  Unfallversicherung  (Second  Act  respecting Modifications 
in Accident  Insurance)  of 14 July 1925  which  first laid down  legal 
provisions  on  rehabilitation measures and benefits.  Occupational nelfare 
was  made  an  obligation,  in addition  to medical  treatment.  The  benefits 
provided  by  occupational welfare  extend  from  vocational guidance,  through 
vocational training,  including the  guaranteeing of  the requisite  sub-
sistence expenses,  to  assistance  in  finding  a  job.  These  provisions still 
exist in essence  today.  The  value  of medical,  occupational  and social 
rehabilitation  was  particularly emphasized  ence  again  by  the  Unfall-
versicherungs-Neuregelungsgesetz  (Accident  Insurance Revision  Act)  of 
30  April 1963,  which  brought  about  an  effective  improvement  in the  legal 
obligations in  this area. 
The  pension  insurance  funds  were  not  included among  the  institutionR 
legally responsible  for rehabilitation until  the  Reform  Acts  of 1957. 
As  a  result of these  reforms,  measures  to maintain,  improve  and  recreate 
the  capacity  to earn  an  income  count  as standard benefits to  be  provj_ci.erl 
by  the  pension  insure.nce  funds  anc1.  take  precedence  over.  the  provision 
of pensions.  The  measures  cover  therapeutic  treatment,  vocational 
assistance  and  social care. 
The  employment  administration  system initially acted only  in  the 
vo~Rtional guidance  and  place~cnt of  hRndicappcd  persons.  The  b~$j~ nf 
these activities  ~as  the  Gesetz  Uber  ArbeitRvcrmittlune und  Arbeitsl0~cn­
versicherung  (Act  on  J~h  Pla~eMent and  UnenpJ.oymcnt  Ynsurance)  of 16  J~nc 
1927.  Not  until the  amendment  of 3  April 1957  nas  th~  employment  adn~niR­
tration system also  made  responsible  for  provj_~inR e~siAtance in  tho 
occupational field,  in  so  far  a.s  'mee.sures  f'cH·c  neces~ar;r to :m.ain tain, 
improve  and  re-establish  t-he  capacity of men tally  ann.  ph;rsically  hnr•.ClJ  ...... 
capped  persons  to  earn  an  income,  in  order  to  integrate  persons  sce~ine 
to  enter  employment  or professions'.  The  reF.ponsihili tieR  of  the  ce1pln;r.-. 
ment  administration  system in  the  field  of occupational r.r-habjlitpt.ion 
of  handicapped persons are  disr.ha:r.ged  by  t.he  Fcc1cre.l  Mini~tr.y of  r.e_h("lt1~ 
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or  by its subordinate  offices.  The  legal basis  for  this is  the  Arbeits-
forderungsgesetz  (Promotion  of  Employment  Act)  of  25  June  1969,  which  took 
the  place  of  the  Act  respecting Job  Placem~nt and  UneMployment  insurances 
The  progressive  development  of rehabilitation in  Germany  within  a 
compartmentalized social security  system  on  the  one  hand  caused  the 
regulations  on  rehabilitation assistance  to  he  contained in different 
laws  and  on  the  other  hand  caused  the  i.nplcnentation of rehabilitation 
and  the  provision of rehabilitation benefits to  coMe  under  the  cont~nl 
of  different offices.  On  1  Octohe~ 1974  the  Gesetz  Uher  die  Anglcichuncr 
der  Leist~ngen zur RehRhilitation  (Standardization  of Rehabilitation 
Benefits  Act)  (Appendix  2)  came  into  force.  As  a  result  of this  Act  thA 
rehabilitation measures  taken  by  the various responnihle  institutions 
in the  medical  and occupational areas are  Btandar~ized and  the  supple-
mentary rehabilitation benefits are  ~iven a  un'ificd  forM. 
The  monetary  benefits are unified and are  calculated according to 
standard criteria.  The  legally compulsory  sickne~s insurance system, 
hitherto  only suf'lsidiaril;v rcsponsihJ e  for.  t"'edical  reh".h:i.J.itation 
measures,  is non  included aDoncr  the institutions  ~ctually responsible 
for rehabilitation.  This  extension is particularJ.y  to  the  benefit  of 
jointly-insured members  of  the  insured's  fani])r,  r 1ho  thereh~r receive 
their  own  legal rip,-hts  to  rehRhilit.ntj.on  PenefitB.  The  standardization 
extends  to  the rehabilitation benef.itf1  0f.  the  ler-alJ.:r  corpulsory  c5 CY"C"'r·A 
and  accid.en  t  insurance  systems,  the  p~nF>ion insure  nco  funds~  the  f'f'.~ 
victirnR'  pension  funds  ann.  th0  Y!a'l:'  vict.ir.s'  Y'clfern  ~~rntcn.,  as  YJclJ.  f\R 
to  the  labour  aclm.inist.ra  t.ion.  The  Feflcr.C'.l  GoYer.nr nn t  rmnt  rHpor.t  hy 
31  December  1975  to  the ler,islR  t.l,re  hoC! it"")  on  th.n  possj.~ili  ty  of 
includine; benefits under.  the  FcCie!'Rl  E'n~jpl  ]lssir.tf\:P~e  J\ct.  iTt  thn 
Rehabilitation s tanda:r.diza  tion  ACt~  e.nfl.  r·iJ.l  then  bn~  .. o  to  t:lr:tke  r:r:-n fl0F:1J.fi 
for  the  leasures  ~hich will  then  be  n~c~A~Ary. - 16  -
1.22  Organization  of rehabilitation 
Social security in  Germany  is based  on  the  co~partmentalized systeM 
of rehabilitation,  with its six legally responsible  groups,  nancJ.y 
- The  Sickness  Insurance  Funds 
- The  Accident  Insurance  Funds 
- The  Pension  Insurance  Funds 
- The  War  Victims'  Pension  Funds  including War  Victims'  Welfare 
- The  Federal  Labour Office 
- Social  Assistance 
In  passing  the Rehabilitation Standardization  Act,  the  German  BundeR-
tag  (~ower House)  recognized  the  achievements  of  this  system;  ne"er-
theless,  for  a  considerable  time  past,  a  large  amount  of effort  hRR 
been  expended  - also  in  the  direction laid  down  by  ILO  Recorn~endRtion 
No.  99  of  22  June 1955  - in attemptinF,  to  har~onize the institutions 
and  bodies active  in  the  field of rP.hahilitation  ..  HaximuM  coordj_nntion 
of rehabilitation measures  undertaken  by  the  va~iouR responsible 
bodies is the  major  ~oint of  the  Federal  GovernMent's action proerarn0 
to  promote  the  rehabilitation of  handicapped  persona,  of 14  Arr::j_J_ 
1970  (see  Appendix 3).  With  the  p~ssing of  the  Rebcthili  tat. ion  St-nniiP~_!'  .... 
dization  Act,  significant portions of  this action  progra~r~e \·!ere 
achieved.  As  well as  harmonizing  the  benefits  jn cash  and  in kind,  the 
new  Act  also coordinates  the rehabilitation  p~ocess as  such  by  the 
follo~ing regulations  +: 
The  institutions responsible  for  rehabilitation are  to  provide  the 
population vrith  adequate  information  a~sistance and  r1easureR 
+)  The  paragraphs referred to  in  the  following list are  those  of 
the Rehabilitation Standardization  Act .. - 17  -
(§  3  section I).  The  Bundestag  Committee  responsible  for  this  feature 
has stated  :  'As  regards  the  task of providing information,  the  widest 
possible  dissemination will be  achieved  through  joint action by  the 
bodies  responsible  for  rehabilitation,  or  b~r  their associations'. 
Provision  of information  and  counselling  fc:· :  .. !!·andicapped  persons 
The  institutions responsible  for  rehabilitation are  to  provide  the 
handicapped  persons  with relevant  information  on  the possibilities 
for  rehabilitation measures  and  benefits,  and  to  advise  them,  within 
the  limits of their  competence,  at  the  appropriate  time  and  comprehen-
sively  (§  3  Section II).  This  information  and  advice  may  be  given 
either in writing or  orally.  The  distinction made  between  the  two 
concepts results  from  the  Vereinbarung  Uber  Zusammenarbeit  und  Verfahren 
bei  der  Arbeits- und  Berufsforderung Behinderter  (berufliche Rehabilita-
tion)  (Agreement  on  cooperation  and  procedures  for  the  occupational 
promotion  of  handicapped  persons)  (occupational rehabilitation)  - the 
"Frankfurt  Agreement"  - of  1  October  1971.  Appendix  4  gives  the  names 
of the  partners  to  the  Agreement  and  its text. 
Provision of  the requisite  information  and  advice  centres 
The  institutions responsible  for  rehabilitation  as  far  as  possible  in 
cooperation with  one  another  - are  to set up  an  adequate  network  of 
information  and advice  centres  (§  5  Section I,  p.  2).  The  Frankfurt 
Agreement  lays  down  guidelines  on  rehabilitation  information and  advice 
centres. 
Introduction  and  implementation  of rehabilitation measures 
The  institutions responsible  for  rehabilitation must  make  efforts to 
ensure  that  the requisite measures  are started at  the right moment  and 
implemented without  delay.  Where  they are  not  themselves responsible, 
they are  to  inform  the appropriate  institution of  any  case  coming  to 
their notice  where  rehabilitation is required.  Applicaiions  from  handi-
capped persons are  to  be  passed  on  to  the  appropriate  institutions 
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without  delay~  and  for  the  purposes  of  any  calcP  ·1  a tions of periods  or 
durations  c0unt  a.s  if made  directly  to  the  a:np:r.  ; ·-.iate  institution  (§  4 
Section  II).  ~Vhile medical  rehahilitation  rneHR1  ··1  are  beint; carried ont, 
attention must  constantl;v- be  paid  to  vrhethfn'  0  national  m~asures also 
seeM  advisable,  anrl if necessary  the  approp~i.ai•:  institutio~ is to  be 
informed  (~  4  Sectj.on  r;I). 
Principle  that  one  institution shall be  re~_ponsible  for rehabilitation 
It must  be  ensured  that  the  app~op~iate institution in  each  case  remains 
competent,  and  therefore  respont·;ihle,  from  the  ber,inning  to  the  end  of  tho 
procedure  (~  5  Se~tion II). 
Changes  in responsibility are  to  be  avoided  wherever  possible,  at least 
in  so  far  as  the  competence  of  the  indivirlnr1.l  jnstitution pP.rrnits. 
In all suitable  caRes  ..  in particular  vrhere  the  rehahilitation  proceP.s 
con:o~tent  institutjo~  j:=;  to  d~n~ vn  en  ~~c~nJl.  ~lan  (f  5  Section  III).  Th5R 
gua!"antees  that  the  pr0~ecure  \"F~JJ  r:o  sno()t~J.r  v..n~  vrithout  interrupticnn 
and  gives  the  handicapped  person  a  romprchcnsivc  view  o~ the  measures  tn 
be  undertakf'n  .. 
In,rolvement  of  the  Fed~ral IJahour  O::'f:i.~~  - ~·- ----·-----,--- -------. 
Before  occupational meaFures  are  Fta~ted,  in  particular  in  the  case  o~ 
initial counselling,  th~  Fed.eraJ  J,Ahonr  Offj r.0  r:mst  be  approached  in  t.n'"'r1 
t imP.  - if ne  c essar;r  vrhil~  the  h Pl_ndJ. ~~-:OT>P-11.  _nf"'r f'()n  j  B  r +.j.J l  in  h :i  f'  f':5  ~kh  nn. 
(§  5  Section  IV)~ 
Provision of  tem:Rorary  henefi  t  V'~.A~-~~nnet~_nce is not  clear 
If it. is not  yet  clear which  0f  thP- responRihle  institutions is  corn.pAtP.nt 
under  the Rehab1litation  StanCl~.rc1iz-Htj0!".  ,Ar.t~  o:t:- if  otl1~~  factors  p!'<',rf'.rd: 
the  required action  froM  beinr,  ta:k0.n  il"Med:iatcl;v,  the  lecal pension - 19  -
insurance  funds,  in cases  of  medi~al rehabilita1ion measures,  and  the 
Federal Labour  Office,  in  caBcs  of  oecuprltion::tJ  measnres,  are  to  provide 
temporary benefits  (§  6)~ 
Under  the  Federal Social Assistance  Act,  ther~ are  three main  regulations 
whose  function  is to  coordinate  the various rehabilitation areas  : 
a)  The  health authority is to  eive  counselling  on  'medical  and  other inte-
gration measures'  (§§  64,  126  FSAA).  At  the  counselling stage  the appli-
cant is to  be  provided  with  an  official memorandum  (cf.  Allgemeine  Ver-
waltungsanordnung  des  Bundes  (General  Federal  AdMinistrative  Order)  of  21 
June  1970,  GM  (Joint Ministerial  Ord~r) 1  p.  364).  The  same  obligation 
applies  to  doctors.  As  an alternative  to  providing this  counselling in 
person,  however,  they  may  indicate  the possibility of counselling by  the 
health authority or,  if occupational  integration measures  are also  in-
volved,  by  the  labour office. 
b)  The  institution responsible  for  social assistance  draws  up  an  overall 
plan  - in  the  case  of  tuberculosis assiAtence  an  integration rlan  - for 
the  handicapped  person,  on  the  basis of  ~hich the  individual tlear.ures 
will be  carried out,  and  then  contacts  the  various  offices  - medical, 
occupational  or social  - which  Inllr.t.  be  involved  in  each  individual  case 
(§§  46,  50  section II FSAA). 
c)  Four  weeks  at  the  outside after  b~jn~ informed  of  a  case  requiring re-
habilitation,  the  institution responsible  for  social assistance  ~ust 
itself take such  integration assistance  measures as  cannot  be  postponed, 
if the  question  of  which  i.nsti  tution  :i.s  responsible  for  providj np; 
assistance  has  not  yet  been  resolved  (§  44  FSAA).  In  the  case  0f  tuber-
culosis assistance,  it must  take  the requisite action  without  delay 
(§59 Section  I  FSAA). 
For  the  purposes  of social insurance,  the  costs  of rehabilitation are 
generally borne  in full  by  the  insurance  funds.  At  present  no  infornation - 20  -
can  be  given  on  the  amounts  paid  out  by  the  sickness  insurance  funds,  since 
as  far  as  can  be  ascertained,  expenditure  on  medical rehabilitation measures 
is not  yet  shown  separately in  the  appropriatA  publications. 
The  breakdown  of  expenditure  of  the  accident  insurance  funds  for  rehabi-
litation purposes  in 1973  was  as  follows 
Out-patient  therapeutic  treatment  DM  316  484 
In-patient  therapeutic  treatment  (hospital care)  DM  388  13lf. 
Injury  compensation  DM  393  475 
Occupational assistance  n~  50  641 
Total  Dlll  1148  734 
(Source  :  Arbeits- und sozialstatistische Mitteilungen  des 
Bundesministeriums  fUr  Arbeit  und  Sozialordnung  (Labo~r and 
Social Statistical Information  of  the Federal Ministry  for 
Labour  and  Social Affairs)  1974,  p.  226). 
ooo,-
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The  statutory pension  insurance  funds  (~orkers',  employees'  and miners' 
insurance  funds)  spent  DM  3  170  000  000  on rehabilitation  in  1973.  This 
sum  was  divided  up  as  follows  : 
Out-patient  therapeutic  trea  trnen.t  DM  12  000 
In-patient  therapeutic  treatncnt  D!1  1920  000 
Occupational promotion  DH  196  000 
Transitional cash  payments  DH  396  000 
Follow-up  measures  P!·1  8o  000 
Other  promotion  measures  P"1  567  ()0() 
(The  individual  totals are still subject to adjustment,  but  th~ 
final total is definite). 
ooo .. -
OO'J,  .... 
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The  budgetary year 1973,  the Federal  Labour  Oflice spent 
DM  314  6o7  oco,-
on  the rehabilitation of  handicapped  persons.  The  final result and  the 
exact  breakdown  of this total will  be  published shortly. 
For  the  purposes  of  promoting  occupational rehabilitation facilities, 
the Federal Ministry  for  Labour  and SociRl Affairs  made  available in 
1973  an  additional  sum  of approximately  DM  40  000  000.  To  this  sum  there 
may  be  added  considerable  amounts  from  the  Lander,  the  actual extent of 
which  being as yet  unknown. 
Expenditure  on  rehabilitation under  the  war  victims'  pension and  war 
victims'  welfare  systems is financed  from  public  funds.  The  level of 
this  expenditure  has still to  be  ascertained. 
The  Federal Social Assistance  Act  is implemented  by  the  Lander  indepen-
dently,  and  accordingly  the  Land authorities bear  the  costs.  Expenditure 
by  the  institutions responsible  for  social assistance is also not  yet 
known.  A  number  of other  laws  also provide rehabilitation benefits and 
measures  for  specific groups.  For  the  preconditions,  type  and  extent of  the 
benefits  these  laws refer to  the  Federal  Pensions  Act  or  the  Promotion 
of  Employment  Act.  There are  accordingly  no  legal peculiarities.  Expendi-
ture arising  from  these  laws  is insignificant  in  percentage  terms. 
The  churches  and  religious societies under  public  law also  concern 
themselves  with  the  rehabilitation  of  handicapped  persons,  as  do  the 
private  charitable associations,  which  are responsible  for  their  own 
social activities.  The  amount  spent  by  them,  which  is not  inconsiderable, 
is not  known.  The  institutions responsible  fnr  social assistance  and 
the  private  charitable associations  work  in close  cooperation,  the  intention 
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being  that  thei~ activities should effectively complement  one  anothc~ 
to  the  benefit of  those  s~eking assistance~ 
The  coordination  of  the  various aspects  nf rehabilitation at dif-
ferent  levelR  does  not affect  the  financial  responsibility of  the 
institutions  e_nd  c.ut.hori ties involved.  Endacto.r~r difficulties  ....  in 
particular.  for  the  social E1.ssistance  Rrcn  - ha"',  .. e  not  resulted. 
13  StatiRtics 
13.1  The  most  comprehensive statistical survey  to  ~ate of  the  total  nurnhc~ 
of physically and  mentally  handicapped  persons  took place as  pa~t of 
the  sample  census  taken  for  official  ~tatistics.  The  estimate  gave  a 
result for  the  year  1966  of ahout  4.1 million  handicapped  persnnR 
(see  'Hikrozensus  ,  .. om  A:-pril  19h6 •  11  \'firt.E=>r~haft.  vnd  Pt.a tis  tik"  vol\tJ"'l.e  7, 
19()8,  p ..  3.L.B).  This  census  \"'ill  ~e  cormlcrten.t.e~  in  J 97L:.  hy  R  ~V":'\·c~r 
of  the  physi~al, men t.al  and  en0tj.on~J.  hfl.nc1icapn  cf children.  It in 
anticipated that. this  census ,.,ill  produce  data  of  importance  for  the 
planning of rtedical  and  occnpat.ional  rchf'.hili  ta  t.ion  facili  tier.  .. 
13.2  The  Federal  Vff)rkinp;  Party  en  Peh<"~.Pjli  t.~.tj on  pt,hliehc0.  for  the  ~rcarn 
1971  and  1972  a  st~.t.istical  EUI'1~""9.r;r  on  rch1'\bilitntj on,  \"Jhich  j n  ""~.rl~.~ 
tion  to  extensi  -.re  Ft.?. tist  i~al  r.~ te:':"ial  also  contains  a  dctRilcc 1.  f\.nnl~r  ... 
sis of  the  rehahi.li  ta  tion  cases  C('lnclttdcd  in  the  yo8.rs  respt1cti,rel~l' 
covered  ~y the  t.vro  repo:r.t.s ..  This  cn  .. er.~ll sta  tist.ical survey  covern 
the  follo"in~ are8R  :  penRjonA  jnsurance~  inclu~in~ olc1-a~e  seRi~tancA 
for  fe.rme:r.Bl'  accident  instJ:r-e.n.~e~  \''[I!'  ,.·ir.tjn.s'  VTeJ.fflre  ~.nrl  the  FC'rlerf!J. 
Labour  Office,  t.oeether rith eurveys  of  the  arean  of  so~ial assintance 
and  ~ar victims'  pensions. - 23  -
13.2.1 In 1972,  945  812  cases  of rehabilitation were  finally settled,  the 
figure  in 1971  being 901  258. 
Of  these 
637  951  (608  720)+)  =  67~4% (6?.5  %)  wn~c male  rehabilitees 
and 
307  861  (292  538)  = 32.6 % (32.5 %)  were  female  rehabilitees. 
About  55  % of  the  cases  came  from  the  40  to  60  age  group. 
Of  the  rehabilitation  cases settled by  the  institutions surveyed, 
795  707  (761  436)  = 84  % (84.9 %)  ~~re  ~P~ical. 
Once  medical  rehab ilia  tion  vias  o\re:r.  - in  the  case  of short-term 
(three  months  and  under)  in-patient  therapeutic  treatment  - about 
88  % (89  %)  of  the patients  were  ahle  tn  resume  their previous acti-
vity or  to start a  new  one.  As  the  rluration  of  the  in-patient treat-
ment  increased,  however,  the  proportion  of  those returning to working 
life dropped,  though  in absolute  terms  the  figures are  low.  In  the 
case  of  the  male  rehabilitees,  diseases  of  the  supporting apparatus 
and  locomotor  system,  the  circulatory eystem  and  the respiratory 
organs  predominated,  together  makin~ up  52  %.  The  high  proportion 
of  diseases  of  the  skeleton,  musclcn  and  the  fibrous  tissue  shows  a 
rising tendency  compa:r.ed  vri th the  p:r.evious  year.  In  the case  of 
the  female  rehabilitees,  diseases  of  the  locomotor  system  and  sup-
porting apparatus,  accountinR  for  30 % of cases,  were  even  higher 
than  in  the  men,  and  show  a  slir,htl;v  r:l_fd.ng  trend  compared  with 
the  previous year. 
+)  Figures  in brackets refer  to  thA  previous year. 
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Of  the  cases  of rehabilitation settled by  the  institutions  su~veycrl, 
150  105  (135  301)  = 16  % (15.1 %)  were  occupational.  The  proportion 
of men  was  higher  than  that of nomen.  Of  the  occupational rehabilita-
tion measures,  24  185  were  cases  of training and retraining,  1  675 
were  cases of  introductory  training anrl  induction and  308  were  cases 
of  advanced  training. 
About  60  % of  the  measures  lasted less  than  a  year.  The  duration of 
the  measures  differed,  ho~ever,  varying with  the  type  of  prorn~tion. 
In  the  case  of  training and retraining,  measures  lasting a  year  to 
18  months  predominated;  in  the  case  of  induction and  further  training, 
on  the  ather  hand,  short-ter~ m~asures predominated. 
For  technical reasons  connected with  the  mechanics  of  the  census, 
the results for  1972  cannnt  yet  be  c,iven  in detail.  The  statintir.Rl 
information  so  far  availahle indicates that  88.3 % of  patients Perc 
able  to  continue with their previous activity or  to  take  up  a  ~c~ 
one,  in  most.  cases  in  a  0iffcrent.  k:.inn  of  o~cup~.tion. 
13.2.2  The  following  figures  can  be  quoted  for  accident  insurance 
In  1972,  84  451  (85  161)  of  thP.  rehahilitatinn cases  concluden 
db  'd  t  .  +)  h  b  f  were  cases  covere  y  acc1  en  ~.nsurance  •  T  e  num  er  o  men  \.8.·9 
65  968  (66  335),  that  of  wonen  18  483  (18  826).  Expenditure  ~n 
+)These statistics cover  only  a.cc_idents.:which also resulted in a 
pension  being  paide 
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occupational assistance  by  the  industrial  m~tual acciderit  insurance 
associations in 1973  amounted  to  DM  46  280  073.  This  amount  is 
DM  10.3 million or  28.7 % higher  than  in  the year before.  (Source 
Uebersicht  Uber  die  Geschafts- und Rechnungsergebnisse  der  gewerb-
lichen Berufsgenossenschaften  im  Jahre 1973,  (Survey  o!  the Business 
and Financial Results  of  the  Industrial Mutual  Accident  Insurance 
Associations  in 1973)  published by  the  Hauptverband  der  Gewerblichen 
Berufsgenossenschaften,  Bonn  1974,  Part 38).  Occupational assistance 
is provided  to  enable accident and illness victims  to be reintegrated 
into the  working process.  To  this end  not  only are measures  taken  to 
provide  a  capacity to  follow an  occupation  and  earn  an  income,  but 
training programmes  are also carried out. 
13.2.3  The  following  figures  may  be  given  on  the activities of the Federal 
Labour  Office  in 1972 
Altogether 107  300  cases  of occupational rehabilitation of handicapped 
persons were  processed and  completed.  Of  these  82  100  = 76.5 % were  men 
and  25  200  = 23.5 % were  women.  This  was  18  000  = 20  % more  than  in 
1971.  Compared  with 1965,  the  number  has  almost  doubled.  The  expendi-
ture  of  the  Federal Labour  Office  on  individual occupational rehabili-
tation measures  in 1972  was  DM  154  200  000  (107  700  000).  A total of 
DM  72  700  000  was  approved  for  rehabilitation facilities,  of which 
DM  25 million  went  for  41  workshops  for  handicapped persons,  and 
DM  47  700  000  for  occupational training and promotion  facilities.  The 
Federal Labour  Office also  guaranteed  21  300  COO  DM  for  financings 
which fell  due.  Of  the  fun~s approved,  DM  43  700  000  were  paid out  by 
the  end of 1972. 
Source  :  Amtliche  Nachrichten  der Bundesanstalt  fUr  Arbeit  (Official 
Information  of  the  Federal Labour  Office)  1974,  p.  87  ff). 
13.2.4  In  1972  the  numbers+  of persons  receiving social assistance were  as 
+) 
4055/74  e 
Persons  rece1v1ng assistance of several types  were  counted under 
each  type  of assistance  (Source  :  Total statistics on  rehabilita-
tion  for  1972,  Federal  Working Party  on  Rehabilitation,  1974, 
p.  101). - 26  ... 
follows 
Integration assistance  for 
handicapped  persons,  for  academic 
and vocational  training 
Tuberculosis assistance uith 
academic  and vocational  training 
Assistance  to  the  blind 
Totn.l 
i.J.-2  748 
C~R 083) 
?!'16 
(593) 
11  9L~l 
(22  6oo) 
male 
25  705 
(22  884) 
475 
( 3179) 
5  079 
(9  670) 
female 
17 043 
(15  199) 
3:>1 
( 21!.1~' 
6  81).2 
(12  930) 
13.2  .5  · The  number  of persons  recognized as !_n tj.- tl~_ed  to  n  pension. in  the 
Federal Republic,  including West  Berlin,  in  1972  TIRR  2  449  28A 
(2  506  992).  (Source  :  Gesamtstatistik der Rehabilitation  fUr  das 
Jahr  1972,  (Total Statistics on  Rehabilitation for  1972)  1974,  p.ll5). 
13.2.6  Of  the  total of  cases  of  rehabilitation settled in  J972,  750  782  ·· 
79.4 % were  cases  covered  by  the  pension  insuf'ance insti  tutioE.!'.  ~ 
During  the  same  period 8  989  cases  of retraining were  dealt  with4  Tbe 
Verband  Deutscher Rentenversicherungstrager  (Association  of  Ger~an 
Pension  Insurance  Associations)  reports 10 975  cases  of  retrain'"~ of 
handicapped  persons  in 1973,  an  increase  of  22  %~  (Source  :  T~tnl 
Statistics on  Rehabilitation,  1974  p.  9;  Sozialpolitische  Um~~hart 
(Social Policy Review)  of 12.7.1974,  No  117/74). 
13.3 - 4 Documentation 
The  Federal  Government,  together  vrith  the  bodies  i.'1VOlved  in  rf.J  c·,'~'~ ..  , 
li  tation,  is engaged  in  laying  the  eroundwork  for  an  overall  dfit"!:)f1t~nta.­
tion system.  Surveys  of  the  success  of  occupational rehabilitation 
measures  are also  to  be  made  in  order  to  aAcertain  whether  the curr0nt 
structure of  the  facilities and  the  procedures  used  to  date  prc7i6c 
the best  guarantee of successful rehabilitation. - 27  -
14  Legal  requirements relating to monetary  benefits and  credits 
This  point  is also  dealt with  in  paragraph 15  below.  The  institutions 
responsible  for  carrying out rehabilitation are  expected  to provide 
all measures  and  benefits  within  their scope  which  are  likely to 
further  the  occupational  and social integration of handicapped per-
sons,  to  the  extent  of  their  inclinations and  capabilities,  and 
wherever  possible  for  the  longer  term.  Services,  benefits  in kind 
and  monetary benefits  to  be  provided  in  each individual  case  are  laid 
down  in  the  appropriate  legal provisions.  As  paragraphs  14  and  15 
thus  deal  with  the  same  laws,  it is unnecessary  to list them  here. 
15  Legislation  on  rehabilitation 
A  Contributory  syste~~ 
System  :  Statutory sickness  insurance 
~L74  e 
Basic  legal text  2.  Buch  der  Reichsversicherungsordnung  RVO 
(Second  book  of  the  Reich  Insurance  Code  (RIC))  in  the 
version  of  the  RIC  reissued  on  15.12.1924  (Reichsgesetz-
blatt  (Reich Gazette),  Part 1,  p.  779),  and  amending acts, 
the latest being the Rehabilitation Standardization Act. 
Persons  covered  :  The  insured persons  and  jointly insured spouses 
and  children. 
Bodies  responsible  for  implementation  :  Statutory sickness 
insurance  funds  (local,  works  or  guild sickness  insurance 
funds),  private  sickness  funds  for  employees  and  labourers, 
other  occupational sickness  insurance  funds. Benefits 
- 28  -
1. Sickness benefit  to  the  insured  :  cf §  182  RIC  in 
version  of  §  21  No  5  RehRhilitation Standardization 
Act. 
2.  15.1  - 15-3 
+ 
3.  Examination  for  stress capacity,  occupational  therapy 
and  other medical  measure~& 
Re  2  and  3  cf §§  182,  Section  1  No  1,  182  b  to  182d RIC  in 
the  version of§ 21,  No  5  and  7 Rehabilitation Standardi-
zation Act. 
System  :  Sickness  insurance  for  farmers 
Basic legal text  :  Gesetz  Uber  die  Krankenversicherung  der  Land~irte 
(Farmers'  Sickness  Ins~rance Act)  of  10.8.1972,  last 
amended  by  the Rehabilitation Standardization Act. 
Persons  covered  :  The  insured  person
1and,  under  certain  circumstances, 
jointly insured spouses  and  children. 
l 
Bodies  responsible  for  implementation  :  Agricultural sickness  fundR, 
Benefits 
set  up  within  the  agricultural mutual  insurance  associR-
tions. 
1. Sickness  compensation  to  the  insured  :  cf  §  12  FSIA  in 
the  version  of  §  24  No  2 Rehabilitation Standardization 
Act. 
2.  15.1  - 15.3  :  cf §§  12,  13  FSIA  in  the  version  of  f..  24 
Nos  2  and  3  Rehabilitation Standardization  Act. 
+)  The  figures  15.1  - 15.9 in  the  following  correspond  to  the  ljr.t 
of benefits  drawn  up  under  point  15  of  document  No  1302/2/71  D. 
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System  :  Statutory compulsory  accident  insurance 
Basic  legal text  :  3rd  book  of  the  RIC  in  the  version  of  the  Unfallver-
sicherungs-Neuregelungsgesetzes  (Accident  Insurance  Revision  Act) 
of 30.4.1963  (Federal  Gazette  Part  1  p.  241)  and other  amendme~~s, 
as  last amended  by  the Rehabilitation Standardization Act. 
Persons  covered  :  The  insured 
Bodies  responsible  for  implementation  :  Industrial, agricultural and 
maritime mutual  insurance associations,  executive bodies  of the 
Republic  or  the  Lander,  local authority accident  insurance 
associations. 
Benefits 
1.  Interim monetary  payments  (cf  §  568  RIC  in  the  version of 
§  21  No  51  Rehabilitation Standardization  Act 
2.  15.1  - 15.3 
3.  Examination  for  stress capacity,  occupational therapy  and  other 
medical measures. 
On  2  and  3  cf §  556  and  §  557  RIC  in the version of  §  21  No  41 
and  42  Rehabilitation Standardization Acto 
4.  15.4 - 15.8  :  cf §§  567,  568  RIC  in  the  version of §  21  No  49 
and  50  Rehabilitation Standardization  Act. 
5.  Pensions  and  compensation  to  injured persons  cf §§  580-588 
RIC. 
System  :  Statutory pension  insurance 
Basic  legal text  :  4th Book  of  the  RIC 
Employees  Insurance  Act 
Reich Miners'  Insurance 
4055/74  e 
) 
) 
) 
Act) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
in  the  version of  the Re-
vision  Act  of  23.2.1957 
(Federal Gazette  1 9  p.45) 
and  other amendments,  as 
last amended  by  the Rehabi-
litation Act. - 30  -
Bodies responsible  for  implementation  :  Federal  insurance institution for 
employees,  Land  insurance  institutio·,--~  ..  miners'  pension  insurance 
funds,  railways  insurance  instit:11tinn,  seaPlens'  i.nsurance  fnnrt. 
Persons  covered  :  The  insured person  and,  under  certain  circumstances, 
Benefits 
the  spouse  and  children  of  the  insured  (medical rehabilitation  in 
all cases  for  the last  two  categories). 
1.  Interim  payments  :  cf §  1240 RIC  in  the version  of §  21 
No  71  Rehabilitation Standardization  Act. 
§  17  EIA  in  the  version of  §  22  No  9  Rehabilitation Standardi-
zation  Act. 
§  39  RMIA  in  the  version  of §  23  No  10 Rehabilitation  StRndR~­
dization  Act. 
2.  15.1 - 15.8  :  Cf  §§  1236  - 1244 RIC  in  the  version  of  §  21 
No  67  - 73 Rehabilitation Standardization  Act; 
cf §§  13  -21  EIA  in  th~  v~rsion of  §  22  No  5-11  Rehnhilitnt.5.nn 
Standardization Act; 
cf §§  35-43  RMIA  in  the  version of §  23  No  6-12  Rehabilitation 
Standardization  Act. 
3.  Pensions  for  occupational disability and  incapacity  to  earn 
an  income,  to  the  insured  :  cf §  1245  ff.  RIC,  §  22  ff.  E7A~ 
§  44  f f  •  R~1I  A  • 
In  addition  insured persons,  pensioners  of  the  statutory 
pension  insurance  and  under  certain circumstances  their  spouAeR 
and  children  have  a  right,  on  the  grounds  of active  tuberct~lC"'s:h-=. 
requiring treatment,  to  medical,  occupational  and  other  reh:''  b:L-
litation benefits  (cf §§  1244a RIC,  21a  EIA  and  43a  RMIA).  T~A 
individual measures  are  essentially  the  same  as  those  li~t~rt 
under  1  and  2. System  :  Old-R~e  a~sietRncc for  fa~n0~n 
0 J 0 ., A  ~  c  Jt p; P. j  r t ;"' :n ~  r- f  ~  J..  )  :  '"'.  J._l, r:  ,_* ~  ::-r. :i  .. 0 n  o £:  )  .I:- , ~  ...  ~  ~  ') :>  (  F o 1 ·y:  :"1.1 
Ga7cttf'  ~  r;:·~~  : ..  ;>  ~1:1: Cj~"  J rr·:;  f'lr
1 :5.ficf~  r:~  "':~,-~  :1c~"-~r:l.J.~_"-:"'l.~:i.,..,"'1 
Bodies  responsihl  0  for  j nl')J f'f'""'"1 t:{'-':  ~.nn  :  Re;ricul tural  ol~.-~.r.c  renc:d.0n 
Benefits 
System 
2.  RepJacement  hcn0:':'j_J...r  r!'--:-0,-jr::i.on  of replaccncnt  lnbour  cc 
r;ra.nt.jnr.;  0-!':  rc:nJrr;C''"'=r'J"':  !'·'"'.~"f1"il~-R  of  a.n  a:n:n~~C':rr:-iatn  ln"'..·c:J)  ~ 
Office..  It is  not.  P f't:('t'Pr>  ...... -5.!  ~r  th0  case,  h cwrt:"\.''0~:- ~  thP.  t  }'t{'ln.c1.~.cn:n!'nr1. 
persOnR  yrj_J.J.  rCCf'j_1~,.,.  r('n('_.P= "!-.r,  (Hl.] Y  if thf'y  f1rt."t"0.  J"l'"'('1·~.C'll~J.:'•  J"·""_:i.fl, 
con trj.butj onB. 
last  ~.nnifiPrl h:r  th0.  P0hil.~5J  .  .:i.~·,"~. ~5 on  Stancl"'"cti?.f\  t:tcm  1\.r.t.  nnd  t.hn 
Anordnunp;  des  VeJ:"\"'r>:.J.ttmr,,""'"':"<'~.r  (1(':'!"  EundeF?nnt.~J.t.  fttr:- ..A:r.r~it  f'hn-:-
p~t.jcnn~  p~o~ntion  o~  F~n~j.r~~~crl  Perso~s) of  2.7.1970 and  ~i­
rC'r-tj_,~eA  1-L..  el"l.on~in;,  i":.  Thjp,  Ja.tter  Act  anrl  the  al"lendine;  o.i~ 
I
~ 
-
~ 
. 
t:. 
I' 
[ 
L  ,. 
.  ' PersonA  cove~n~ :  Physically,  mentally  ~r cnotj.0nally  hnndicappe~ porn~,,~ 
or  rnrAnnn  undnr  the  threat  of  nu~h n  handicaD  (rcGn=dlcno  a·~ 
rrhctb cr.  (';.'  n0t.  r.on trihnt:i.Clnn  ht\~!n  r~cvionr;J.;r  l"~ccn  nude) " 
Bo~ies responRiblc  for  impleccntation  :  Central  O~~i~c  n~ thn  Fo~n~~l 
LRbour.  Office,  NUrnhc:r.r; ~  LP.nrl  J nhn11~  nff:i.c'~rH1.,  local  lnhnp-:-
off"icnR  .. 
Pcn.cfi  tfi 
l. Interim  pa~r:rnnntB  :  cf §  59  PF.l\  in  the  verRion  of §  3()  !Tn  7 
RchRhilitnt.ion Standnrrli7.n.  t:i.on.  /'.~t. 
FnRpC'nf.lihj.li ty  for.  ,  .. nr.a  t.i0T'I:tl  Cf'U.nf'nlJj.nr:  nnn.  ,inh  pJ n.r.0!V"''1.t 
j  n  hP.rd.r.nJJ}"  ho:r:-n-1  l';r  t.}-10  F0~n:rrJ.  J .  .,_rnn,..  n~~:5.cn  ( r.::  f'•  ?·  T'-:~~~.·l, 
-...  (.  r.-.,-...·"'.  r,.... 
(r'0::"}f'rh0Jl  ~r-::- h~l'I.Cl:i.r,""~.!li'""r  }'C""':'r,.....,r,)  (rf'(\  ~'  ::~~  f:r-.;vC':--r!,  ..  f:~r 
fl hJ.nt1.  Pc:o:-f':nn A  /1 (". t)  ..  ':'hP.  c- C'ln r.+.;:-11 c-+: :l.0:r1.  ..  €'::'":~ ('n t. j  0"'.  e :n r1  Cfl P  ~ !'!'~ n  r 
L.q_55L7~ ..  33  .... 
of these  workRhnps  are  finan~ially supported by  the  Federal 
Lahnnr  Office  (cf  §  61  PEA  P~~  th~  Dirc~tive of  the  Adninis-
trati,"e Council  0f  the  Feclo:rnl  J,f\hOU:':"  o::::::tce  0!1.  the  Occn:;}:.l-
tional  Profl.ntj.nn  0 f  IT::tn~i~.:"'.J:"';!..;n.  '!'c·:- O~"'"~.n  n:':  2. 7. 1970)  ( AP:>~n­
~ices 5  and 6).  In  ouch  ~eGcn~  unrtc~  the  hc~d of  occupat~onal 
p~or".ot:i_on,  tl'le  insti.tutioro  rcD:;7':>r.sj_hJ.c  fo::- rehahilitation 
must  pro\"ido. assir.t.ance  enC'.hJjn~ the  rr.nr1.icnp!Jed  person,  if 
necessC~.r.~!'  to  \D.~!:';r  out.  n  flP:i.t:nhlc  ac::.\r~_t;r  in  a  protected 
V!Orkshop.  Thus,  fl.t  the  lf'aAt  ..  ['lr.t:i.on  r11r.t  he  taken  to  p~c:nA.:r.c 
persons  for  v.rork  in such  pJ.tl.~(\Fi.  Ass:i.cnnc:"lt  o:  per~C'n~  tn 
such  \"rorkshnpA  [.t:P0::"rtll;r  ~:.01-_t:  pJacc  in.  contact  e.n.~.  in.  cl("fll1 
coopcr.atj.on  ~ith  t~~  1nhnu~  n~fj.cc. 
Assistance  of  the  Eam~  de~re~  an~ extnnt as  the benefits under 
t.h~  Pr.0r.n ti  on  c-f  El"''.:nlC";Y'rtt"!n t  /1 r. t.  iF.  P.J.Fn  p~c"'  .. ic1 er1.  ~or  be.n.r~_cr.:n!'~rl 
persons  ha,rin~ a  ric;ht  to  C"c~upa  t:i.("'ln.f'I.J.  \"JoJ.fe.r.a  under  the  I:(dn  .... 
kehrergesetz  (Repatri.a  teC!  Prisoners  of  v.rl::'.!")  of 19.6  .19~1 
(Federal  Gazette,  1;  p.  221). 
B  Non~contributory  s~ste~~ 
System  :  a)  ~ar victims'  pension 
Fasic  legal text  Federal Pensions  Act  in  the  ver~ion of 20.1.1967 · 
Federal Gazette  ..  Par·t.  l. p.  141,  180),  le.At  ~.mended  [\~,  t!--.e 
Pehahilitation  Standa~dization Act,  and  Dire~tive on  War 
vict:ir'IR'  'i~~"elfar.e  in  t:he  version  of  ~7  .. 8.19h.5  (I'cclnral  G::tzette, 
1,  p.  )031).  The  latter.  DireC"'tj_ve  iR  fl_ttC~.c}·HH~.  ?fl  ep}'lP.ndix  7. Bodies responsible  for  implementation  :  Lanrl  pAnsion  offices,  loca~ 
pension  offices,  orthopaedi~ pcnsi0n  h0rlicn~  sickness  inonrnncc 
funrn .. 
Benefits 
le  Interim paynents  in  accordance  vith tho  ~r~teriR nf  §  1~  F~\ 
in.  thn  version of  §  27  No  5  TiehahjJ.:i.t~ti0n  fitanctarrliza+:~.nn. 
pr.t.,.. 
3  ..  Examination  for  strenR  capa~it~~  or.cvpntionRl  therapy  P~~ 
other nndical MAasurnne 
Pn  Nos  2  a.nrl  3  c-.f.  §  ll FPA  jl'l  t.h~  1TP!'R:i.f'!"l.  nf:  ~  ?.?  rrn  3 
Pcbnh:i.litation  StRndt't·:-rl:i.znt:i.on  pr.":'. .. 
h)  War  "ricti.rns'  welfare 
Basic  legal text  :  Federal Pensionn  Act  in  the  versj.0~ of  20  .. 1 ..  19(~ 
Federal  Gctzette,  Part  1~  p.  141,  1e0), last  er..0nd.e~.  by  t:r.~: 
Rehahilitation  Etandar~:i.z~.ti0n  pet.~  f'"".rl.  P5.r-nr.~·-:i_,.,c  en  vrar  i~j_r.t.:i.r"i" 
Welf?_re  in the ,.,ersion  o~ 27 .. 8,J.9c:;:-;  (f'<'rr.r-cJ.  Gn;r;cttn 11  f'r:-:-t  J  ... 
p..  ln  3l) ;  this  pj !'(H: t. :i. ,  .. c  ~  .~  ('I Pr<"'!"l r (' r1  F' n  jl :n!'("!l r1  ~ :"":  ';  ~ 
Persons  CQ'\rered  [lrtrl  scope  :  P:5$nhJor1  ['1C'r'l.h0..T."S  n-::  thn  }!:'il_f!(i  rn;~r:0.R  ... 
Assistance  t.o  8.tta;.n  0~ rn.in.trd.n.  fin.  e.pprnp~j  :"'.t.n  pnr.:i.t:i.C'rt.  ;.,.,_  J ~.!·r," 
:Ren~fits ...  35  .... 
On  Nos  1  and  2  r.f  §§  26,  26a,  FPA  j  .. 1 •  the version of §  2h 
Nos  17  and  18 Rehahilitation Stnndfl"' 
1 i.~n.t:i.on  Ar.t.. 
The  follo-r1ing  lans  pro\  .. ide  fo::·  penn  ions  in  ac:~o:::-cn!"".cc  ni  th the  provisions 
of  the  Fedc~al Pensions  pet  : 
SoldierR~  Pension  Act  in  the  version  of  1.9~1971 (Federal Gazntte, 
Pn:::-t  J.,  Pe  J.L~fD.) .. 
- Bundesgrcnzschutz~esotz (Federal  Border  Gunran  Act)  of 1Re8e1972 
( FederaJ..  G-nzct. t.e !'  Pa::.-t  1  ~  p.  J.83L~)  tor;cthnr  \·.r~. th tho Solrliorn'  Pensions 
.Act. 
The  Zi~ri10i~nf!t.eee:et.7.  (Ci.,rilian  2o:r..,rir.~R  Ar.t)  j" thP- vn:r:-Ricm.  nf  9  .. R~J.9?3 
( Fe  0 c  :-:-a J  C: ~-?.  0. t. t c ~  P  fit:> t.  J. ..  p ..  .J f\  ~ ~  )  .. 
The  Hftftlj.n~shilfocoAntz  (Prj_p~~n!.'R  ARRistnncc  Act)  in  the  vc~5inn o~ 
29.9.1969  (FccicrRl  Gn7.Attc,  Pn::·t.  J  ...  :r ..  1793). 
- The  Gesetz  zur  Wieder~ut.Machnnp,"  nati0naJBnziali~t.ischen Unrecht.n  j'l'l.  ~n::­
Kriegsopferversoreung  fU!.'  Ec~echtj.ctc jn  Avsln~~ (Aet  0n  Pcr~~~ti~~  ~~~ 
Nazi  Injust.:i.ce  th~ove;h the  V.'e.:r:  Vict.:iT'ln  Wclfnrc  fr:hcne  fo~:- r:~.t.5 t:.oc,. 
Persons  abroad)  in the  versic~ of 25.6.1958  (Fecc:~aJ.  Gnzet.t0~  Pr.,:-~.  J.~ 
p.  414). 
-The  Btu'\0.esF~uchen~esotz  (F£>00-:r-al  PJA.[.Ue  J,p_,·r)  of.  J8  .. ?.lS'6J  (FC'~.o:-:-t'J. 
Gazet.t~~  Pa~t  l~  p;  )OJ.2,  J~00)n 
The  persons  covered  by  the~e instrunentn  hRve  the  Bame  rieht to  rehnhili~ 
tation henefits as  thosn  entit);oA  unrler  t.hA  Fo~nral PenRio"A  Act. 
B-'l.Flir.  J.e~al  t.cxt  :  Fcn.rre.l  Sf'r.~ ,_1 .  .A~sist.f\nr.~  J:.r.~~  j n  the  '\"OT.'flion  o.f.' 
18.9.1969  (Fe0cral  Gn?.0~tc.,  Par.t  J.~  :n~  J688), 
end  Directive  in  accnr~Rnr.o  ~ith ~  47  of  the  Fede:r:Rl  Social Assistance  Act  (Integration Assistance  Directive)  in  the 
version of  28.5.1971  (Federal  GR?.~ttc,  Pa~t 1,  p.  731).  ~hen~ 
legal provisiona are  attached aA  Appnndices  8  and  8a. 
Borlies  responsihle  for  implementation  :  locnl  Rnrt  r.e~ionnl institutinnfl 
responsible  for  social aesistancc  (rn~nl  ~istricts and  tnwnn 
adninistercrl  a~ independent  dict~i~ts?  Fcdc~al  Lfindc~  o~ 
rec;ional  ~.Dcocia  tionD  of  connnncn  .. 
Benefits: 
a)  Integration assistance  for  handicapped persons  (assistance 
for  persnna  in  pRrticulRr  ci~~V~AtRnnAR) 
The  follovJing benefits  ar.e  pr.ovifl.e~  : 
1.  Assistance  with suhsiatence  nxpenAes  cf §  41  FSAA. 
2.  15.1  .....  15.9.  :  cf  ~  4-0  F,r::,/IA. 
b)  In  tegr.a  t. ion  EI.AsiA t.Rnc o  ltn  ~  n:r:- th  ~  tvhc:r:-culosiA  E~.BRiA  h·'.:n ~0 
(assistance  fo::.- pc:r:-sons  in  pa::-ticula:r:- circumstanccc). 
The fullowing arc  pro.,rid.ed  : 
1.  Assistance  with  Eiuh~istencc expenses 
2.  l5.J..  '"  J.5 .. 3. 
3·  15.4.  - 15·9· 
f'.!:  ~ 49  f'B/' f... 
cf §  50  FB.AA. 
c)  Assistance  to  the  blind  to  co~pcnsate for  extra  e~pcn~it.r~n 
cau.sed  by  their blindness  :  cf §  67  FSAA. 
d)  /l.ssistance with  o.,rer.cominp;  p;:._.r-t.icu.lar  c:ncj al difficul  t.:i.~n  ~ 
cf  ~ 72  FSAA.  Thi.~  jn_~lvooA in  p;u:-ticu.la.~  rolfar.e  f'1.~f'.f'\11J:"C''"I 
required  fo~  the prevention,  renovaJ.  or reduction  of  pa~t~~ 
cular social difficulties  or.  the  prevention  of their  detcrjr--
r.ation. 
§  12  of the Rehabilitation Standardization  Act  contains  a  concludin~ 
catalogue  of  the benefits,  other  than medical  and  occupational,  -r;h:i.r;h  C~.rn 
possihle,  .sum.mAr.ized.  under  the  heading  "Spplel!len  tar~r R ehahili  tR  t ion  F~rt.  C'r"' 
fits".  Their  extent  depend.s  on  the  r.equirernen.ta  of the  individu~.J.  caf'n~ 
U055L7_4  c 
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unless it is laid down  by  law.  The  catalogue  of benefits applies  to  the 
social insurance sector  (i.e.  the  ~tatutory sickness,  accident and 
pension  insurances  and  the  Federal Labour  Office)  and  to  the  war  victims' 
pensions sector.  These  supplementary assistance measures  are listed once 
again  in  the  appropriate  laws~  In  the  main,  hovever,  they  correspond 
to  what  is laid  down  by  §  12  of  the Rehabilitation Standardization  Act~ 
This  section  does  not  cover  the  social assistance area.  However,  the 
Federal Social Assistance  Act  provides  corresponding benefits,  with  the 
result that  significant differences  o.o  not.  occur. 
C  Other  leg~rovisions 
System  :  Severely handicapped  persons'  wolfarc 
Basic  legal  text  :  Gesetz  zur Sicherurig der  Eingliederung SchwerhAhin-
certer in  .Arhei t,  FAX'nf  11nrl.  G·esP-llschaft  (Act  to  Guaran tnn  t.hn 
Occupational  and f'ocial  Jnt.ccx-ation  of Sever  ely  Handicap:r:->nfl. 
Persons,  or  Severely  Eandicappcd  Pe!"sons  Act)· in  the  v·e:r:-nirv1  0f 
29.4e1974  (Federal Gazette,  Part 1,  p.  1005).  This  Act  io 
attached as  Appendix  9~ 
Persons  covered  :  persons  ~ho aX'e  physically,  mentally  or  emotionally 
handicapped  and  who  as  a  result of their  handicap  suffc~ n 
reduction  ~hich is not  me~ely temporary  of at  least 50  % in 
their  capacity to  enrn  an  income  (le_r,n.l  definitio.n  according 
to  f?  1) 
Benefits 
and  egui"'iralent  persons  jn  acc0r0ance  vrith  §  2 .. 
1.  Obligation  to  employ  ~  public  and  private  employers  havin~ 
a.t  least 16  vror.kplaces  8.t  their:'  cisposal must  em:nlo~r  seve:r:-nlv 
cj.sahle~ persnns  j_n  a~  J.eas~  6  % of  them.  For  each such 
r~orkplace not  so  !'\r-tnne0.  a  rtonthl;r  J.ev:r  of  DJ:vi  J.OO  must  be  pa:i.0  .• 
1 
I 
j 
i 
i 
i 
• i Payment  of  this levy  doeR  not  \'TR:i.v0  t.he  ohliB'ation  to  emplo;r 
hRnrlicapped  persons  :  cf §§  4~R" 
2.  DisMissal  of setrerely  cl.i~nhJ.erl  rn::-r:0:1n  t~ndcr  norr:tal  or  cxtrn.  .... 
or.cU.nary  circunst.uncco  io  pocoil1J.n  o:1JJr  \7i th.  the  ar.'t"ccnc~t  of 
the principnl rmblic  ncJ.fn.!'o  ofi"i~o 
3.  Right  to  extra holiday amounting  t.n  6  \·rorkin~ days  : cf §  Lf.l~ .. 
4~  Extension  of  the  welfa~e Rnrl  proMnt.innal  ohli~ationR of  the 
em.:nlo~rer.  :  c f  §  11  e 
5.  Inclusion  of  workshops  for  hRndicapped  persona within  the 
s~npe of this Act  :  cf §§  52-56. - 39  -
Part II  §xstematized  stud~ 
21  ll~~dic~~ped children 
21.1  Under  the  lan  on  population  movement  statistics and  keepin~ 
of  population  figures,  in addit.ion  to  sox,  body  weight  and 
lenp:th  ~  the  birth  r:ortificet~-c  rn?·'l t  ncn  t:i.on  any  recocni?.nlJJ.c 
def~:c~~n_£t~r~.,  B~r  the  ar1ondrn.0n t  to  the  rerleral Social Assist[:l.nco 
Act,  a  qua  J. i~:ied  c 0npnJ.:=d.0n.  t.o  r 0p;iR tc::- hc:tndicappoo  perso:n.s  rran 
i:n.troducc0.e  Under  §  12h  FfAA'!l  :pR:ronts  0nct  guardians  arc  ohlir;arl 
to  tE~kc  a  perF.nn  entru:=;t.ort.  tn  thnir  ca:rP.  to  fl.  0n~t.or nr  t.n 
the  hea.lth  offiC'o  rrit.hopt  CloJ  n~r  :i.:~  the?  nhserve  a  h.andica:r.>  :il1. 
h:in  o~ if one  is  pojnt:C'Cl.  ont  tn  th.cmo  Certain groups  of  pn:':'nnns 
( midw.:i.Ycr>  ~  mecU.r:aJ.  F.tetff  other  thr1n  doctors,  teachers,  socin.J. 
vrn.l'.:"kO!'.S  ~  Chfl"':"'itahJe  \"rO:t:'YP.J:'fi  ~  ;rout.  h.  J.C8.0C!".S 11  kindergarten  Pt.nf.~  !I 
day-horrtA  Hncl  ro,c;:i.clcnt.:i Rl  ho9r-:  Btnff)  hFI_,Te  an  ohli~at.ion tn 
po:i.nt  out  fl.  PFind:i.CP.D  t.f)  pR~0!lt.fi  ['Y1.ri  gua~dians.  Unde!:'  f>  ~?~  r~f\1\ 
C'.or. t0rs are  chli.ccc1  to  rcpo::-7:  han.dicappe(l_  persons  cor:d.D.[';  t.n 
thAir  knov1lecee  to  th0.  hcaJ.th  of:.'ice,  but  \"Iithout  stat:.Tlr.;  1-.h; 
handicappe0  person~  fi  narv~  ..  ~,  1  ?~r.  Ff.AA  obliees  the  roc 1<::t:-['.,J. 
GoYe-r:-nnen t  to  pr.eBen  t  to  t.hc  J,n\''0!.'  Fol1R0  in  each  le~:i.nJn  t:i_,~~ 
per.  i.o ri  a  r e po!'t  on  the  i.,..,:nJ f'nen t.P. tion.  pn.~.  E'U.~ c E'r  11  0::  t:J10. 
reporting  pror.ec3v;o:-e  ~  the  conn.scllln.e of handicapped  po~:-fionn  t:'n.d 
the  information  of  the  comMunity~  The  fi;-:-st  ~eport  ~as puh-
lishec1  on  1  June  l973  und~:.- Pundestae;  c.ocument .No ..  7/6;-l~.  Thin 
report  p;ives  only partj al  informP.tion  ~  since  the  tine  at~ailRhle 
wa.s  t.oo  short  to  pe!"I"l~.t  t.he  rec<"'i:nt  0f  a.clC'qUR.te  o.qtn~  The  r,('~ 
port  sugp;ests  thRt  fl.  conclt·r.~.,re  f'YeMinfl.tion  shnnld.  n.ot  be 
undertaken  until  flnothn~  ro~0rt pn  specified in  §  126c  j_n 
Under  the  second  Krank~nversicherun~s-Aenderun~sgeset~ 
( S ickneF.c::;  Jn suranc  ~  J\rtcn clr1cn t.  p  ~ t)  ,  t.he  stat  v. tc;.-;v  si.ckneE"r. 
insurance  func3.s  hav·e  rcen  oblir:ed since  1  Jul;r  1971  to  carr~r 
out  preventlve  eY;:~.minations  of  infantE>  ..  In all,  seven. 
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examinations  are  involved,  between  birth. and  the  4th year.  Appendix 
10  containR  guidelinAR  on  the nedicRl mnasnreo  to  be  taken.  In 
addition~  parnntR arn  ~enerally ahlA  to  tRko  their  children to  n 
spe~ialist if  f\.hnor.I:I"\1~. ticn  n::c  d.:;_f'~ovcr.ed..  They  can also vici  t  the 
health authority's advice  centres and obtain durinB  the regular 
survey  hours  advice  of the  regional  doctoro  ..  Furthermore  they mny 
take  their children to cntcrnity advice  c:conicns,  tinea and  elates 
of vrhich  are  r;cncrally  given  in  the  c.'lily  prcco.  Rec;ular  exaninationa 
arc alan carried out  by  cchool  doctoro. 
21.2  Efforts are  directed towards  early  treatment,  so  that the  children 
can  be  sAnt  to  normal schools.  The  traininR of Dpecial  school 
teachnrs  i.s  being  pr.omotecl  rrith  the  ob,iP.ct~-"e  of  employing  them  nnt 
only  in speciRl  flchools  but  also  in Il.<'rmal  Dchools.  VJhen  aper.:i.t".l 
o.ay  schools  e.r.c  set  t1.p  e"c-;-:~r  n t tcnpt  i.s  made  to  na  tch  the  teach5.nr, 
programma  to  thc=tt.  of  tho  nn::-mal  r.chooJA. 
21.3  Educational mat.tP.rs  aro  tho  r:oncer.n  of  the  LMnrler,  vrho  hr:tVP.  pAP>FHH~ 
J a\"!S  on  COM])nJ.r,or~r  Fr.honl:i.np;,  e.n.d  e-n  thn  conRtr.u.ction.,  adninistr.~  t.:t.f'ln. 
and  l!l.aint.ennnr.c  of  P'-,·""'lic  ().n.rl  :p::-ivate  schooln.  The  oducntinn  n:•.nJ.r:.-.. 
.t~ies of  the  L~nder maintain  liBta of tho  special  s~hnol~ in  t~o~~ 
1 
e.:reas.  A list of  the  pv.hlir:  and  pr.iva  tc  epecinJ.  sch0oJ.B  j n  tho 
Fen.nral  Pcpnhl:i.c  is  contained~  vri th other  fnfornation,  j  n. 
1  P~.o 
~onder.pfidR~neischen  Ein~ichtvngen in  der  Bundenrcpuhlik  Dontoch~nn~ 
und  in Wcst-Rerlin °  (Specifl.l  Educat.ion.Rl  Etablishmento  in  the  FcdornJ. 
Republic  of  Ger~~ny and  West  Perlin)  by S.  KUBALE.  The  education 
ministries of the  Land~r EI.J:"e  :r.cspon.c:ihle  for  cnpervis:i.ne  schooJ n. 
21.4  The  relevant  provi~ionR are  t.o  )'\e  fouJ'\d  i.n  pa.r.ticvla.r  jn  thn  r.(;hn~"'l. 
adminiRtration  a~t.A of  tho  incU.Yidual  Lnndcr.  A  li~t of  the  F>chonJ. 
acts currently in  force  is contained in  the  'Handbuch  des  geonntn~ 
Jue;endrech  tA'  ( CompJ:"ehensirrP.  t1anual  of  La\'1  relating to  Younr.;  Pcr>E"0nn), 
Fer.rnann  Luch terhRnd,er  lEt.e;,  N  ct1.l"'ie~/Rhein.  CoMrmleor.~' ech.oC'linp;  aJ r.n 
Rpplies  t.o  ban~ir.appon child:r:-C'n.  Jt.  coM:nriseB  the  o}'\lie;ation  t.n  t~.t.tC'rcl. ...  41  -
a  basic  educational establishment  (junio~ nnrl  Bn~nndary  ~~hnnl)  nnd  tn 
at  tend  a  trade  school.  Pro,rision  of  cducn tj  n11n.J.  t.;:-rd.n.:i.ng  :i.n  0ne  nf  the 
r.esponsibili  tieR  of the  school..  Ac cor~.inr;  t.o  thn  J.n.nrt  lccrinJ.n  t.:i.on, 
children  vJho  o.rc  vP.nhJ.e  to  rcr.ci"""c  cdP.~n.  t. j_0n  :t"l  tr.c  }'\nnic  o:o:- t.;:-ndc  nchool 
with  any  proRpcct  of Euccccc,  ~n n  rcrPlt  0~ n  ~anrlicnp,  a~c  oh~i~crt  t.~ 
e.t tenCI.  a  special school  Eu:i. tahle  to  then  (\'~  t.n  rc~c:i.'t"a  spccinl  crln.r:o.tiC'"l .. 
~ith reeard to  hospital special schools,  n  p~clininRry  criti~n1  n~aonn­
D.cn t  of  the  prefln:n. t  si  t.vf\ tion is p;i1ron  hy  thn  Rr.t. j.~l0  h~r  R..  :RT  ... AE~J:G 
and  W.  BERNDT  ~ Auswertu.ng  einer  P.rheh11n~  ?.l~n  St.~nrt  cl.cr  p~tCI.agor.;isc.hcn 
Betreuung von  Kjndern  jn KrankcnhRvncrn  jn  den  LFn~crn dor  Bnndes~cpu­
blik DeutschJ.anCI.  ann  Berlin  (vij0At.) 
0  (E1"nlnntinn  0:.  n  Survey  on  PE~.e~.ar;or;ic 
Care  of Children  in  Hofipi  ta.ls  in.  the  Lancl.n:r:- of  th0  Fodoral  RepnhJ.:i.c  .r :': 
Germany  and  ·uest  Perlin),  which  appear  en  j n  'Die Pehahilitation'  ~  J.9?lll 
vol  •  .3,  p.  1?4~  Geox-p:  Thif'l"'I.A-Ve~le.p;~  St.utt.f"Rrt.. 
Financial assistance  may  be  given  under  the  Federal Social Assistance 
Act.  According  to  §  h3  Secticn  2  FfAA,  handicapped  children,  even  of pro-
school  age,  have  a  rie;ht  t.o  t.horapevtic  training.  In addition,  frcn  t.hr1 
time  compulsory  schooling begins,  jnter~ation assistance must  be  pro~5~~~ 
to  gi1re  appropriate  schoJastic  ed.ucRtion  and  training for  a  svitC~.hle  Y('~n,­
tion  or  for  some  other.  euit.ahle  a.ctiv·ity.  The  type  and  extent  of  th~r; 
integration assistance  is described in greater detail in §§  12  and  J}  of 
the  Integration Assistance  Order.  The  texts of  §  43  FSAA  and  §§  12  ~nrl  13 
Integration Assistance  Oro.er  are  given  in .Appendices  8  and  8a  •  .AfH"\:iRtE'n.~P. 
under  §  43  Section  2  FSAA  is given  re~ardless of  income  or  personal uonlth. 
Only  subsistence  expenseR  have  to  he  ~orne  h~ the  parents  thern~el~en.  rr 
the  child is accnmodated  in  Ro~e  form  of  instituti0n~  thn  parents  nuAt  ~A 
charged  no  more  than  the  expenrlituro  on  suhsj.stence  expenses.  ParentR  rr.n 
called upon  to  contriht1te  theRA  coAtR  rnlv  j~  tb~j.~  jn~~~n  rx~~r~~ th0 
li1'1it:s  set  by  the  Ff'OP!'P.l  £0ciP.l  J\8fd.Rtan~n  }r.t  .. 
F:td.c:':'  the  w·rar  ,.,.ictir'1s 1  vrelfare  s~hC'r:te  C~nd  jn  E!.CCC'!rdance  \·rtth  §  2?  FPA, 
o~phans and  children of  han~icapped personR  arc  eiven  support  to~ardA 
educational  and  occupational  traini.n.e;  ..  flatcd.ln  r'ill be  found  in §§  21, 
20  of  the  directive  on  V'ar  victil"l.R'  v•clfa.-rn  (Foe  .Appendix  ?) .. 
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Under  the  statutory sickneRs  insurance  s~heme,  the assistance  to  be 
given  is decided  on  tho  basiR  0f  the  rer;ulations  on  fanily nssiotanr:o, 
according  to  which  the  insured also renoivn  hencfits  for  entitled rln-
pendent  children,  and  the relcvnnt  artir:J.on  nf the  oir.Jtncnt3  pcnnion 
funds.  Under  the statutory  p~nsion  incura~~o Echnnc,  tho  tern~  o~ 
reference are  the  insurance  insti  tu  tj_ons'  Cllidclinco  0:1  hencfito  tn 
handicapped children,  for  exanplc  t~osc uith  Epcc~h dcficicncico  and 
postural  defectAe 
22.1  There is no  uniforM  law  on  rehabilitation and  no  uniform responsibility 
or  competence.  The  GerMan  social security  syRten  haA  been ·devol0pc~ 
progressively anrl  has  hecomP.  inR·titntion::tli7,Ad  in  ~n,rnral hrRn.c.hnn ..  J.t. 
followA  that  thA  ree;ula  tions  on.  rE:'hP.hil:i. t.R t.i0n.  hrt.,"G  E1.l.f''1  ~.ovnln:n0.r1.  5  n. 
stae;es,  ~.nd  that  their  i.nplcncntat.:i.on  hR.n  ~con  a.ssien.e~.  to  cl.:i.f:':'<"'~:'f'n-'-: 
institutionse  The  Rehahilitation  Standnrd~zntion Act  has  non  cronto~ 
the  d.eciEd.Yc  precondition  to  enRurc  th.r-tt  nt  lcaot  the  i.nstitutiCIPfl 
responsihle  for.  EiO~  i~  1  in  sura  nr11  \"'ill  pro~riCl.e  rehahili  tn  tion  l'oP  0. :':'5. t.n 
on  a  st.andr-l.:r.CI:i.z.cd  be.Rj s.  T:bc  p.,.._t  al~t')  c0ntrd.nB  rcrnlationn  in.t.f'TIC.0.-4.  tt~ 
guarantee  px-om_!)t  in  tr.o0uction  of  rchahj.J.i  t.a tion  rwasurco..,  an  t•n:-.r.t.c::-::-Pp~ 
ted  and rapid rehahili  ta  t.ion  procee.s  anrl.  the  pr.o,:-ieion  of  comp::.-chcnr.~.,  .. o 
infornation  to  the  hanrlicapped  person,  cvon  nhnr.c  it haA  nnt  ynt.  ~0nn 
decided.  vrhlch  hod.;v  is reF.ponnihln  for  a  pRr-ticulRr  CC\f.H~..  It  j n  t.ho 
intention  that  rehRhil:tt.at.ion  [\E:'ncfits  under  socj.al assistance  Fflnuln 
later be  included in  the  ~.r(\fl.  o!  E'ppJ.icc?.h::i.J.:i.ty  of  th5.A  larr  ..  At.  J'!'f',  ..... 0.nt 
rehabilitation is implcment.f'r1.  b:r  the  folJ.cwrinr;  inc.titutionn or  c~~onpn 
of institutions 
Medical  jnsurancc 
- penRion  insurance 
~.r.ciclC'n  t  insu.rC~.nce 
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war  victims'  pension,  war  victims'  and severely disabled persons' 
\"Ielfaro 
- the  Fcdrral Jahour  Offi~ee 
The  bodies  responsible  for  statutory  si~kncss insurance  provide 
their mcMhers  and  the la  t tor'  n  j rd.n tly  i.nnnr.crl  niveo and  children 
vrith  cu:r:-at.iYe  medicine  fron  the  point  of vj.cn  of rehabilitation nnd 
are  ohlir:ed  to  ensure  thR  t.  Meti.i~al  mnRnv.ron  cnlln  rl  for.  in  the  in  teres  t.a 
of rehFthilitation  v.re  sta.rtcrl  in  time.  The  bcncfitn  involved  con.pri!1e 
comprehenRi  '"C  care,  includinr; roMcdicn  ('?1 r1  nd.it~vv.n ts,  handicapped 
persons~  sport,  examinations  of  8trcr:n  cnpncj.t;v,  occnpntional  tr.ornpy 
ann  trea  trrt~n  t  in  hospi  talr.,  et=tna tor.iR  anci.  npnrd.nl  inF.t.i tutions,  incln-
din~ fonrl  and  a~co~n~ati.on~ 
Th~ pension  insurance  funds  provide rchnhilitntion measurea  fo~ the 
persons  insurerl with  then  and  perR0ns  recnivin~ n  pension  becauEo  of 
incapacity  to  v1ork  or  eE~.rn  an  inr.nf'l.c,  or  eRrly  retirement  payrtcntn  for. 
farners.,  Uninsureti.  Rpou.R~R anrl  children  of insured  per.Rons  anrl  p0n-
sioners receive  r.ehahilitation henefits if  the~ c0ntract  tuber~nl0n:i.n. 
The  accident  insurance  funds  provide  the  persons insured uith  then 
vri th rehahili  tat  ion  in  the  event  of an  occupn  ti0nnJ..  accident  or ill-
ness. 
The  rrar  vic  ti.Jl'l.s'  pension  fund R  anti  v•ar  '":i.~ t ir"l.n'  \"'nl far.c  provide  rehnh1  ..... 
litation to  rar-~nv~~cd pnrE0nn  and  survivors  anrl  to  persons  uho  co 
a  result of  spc~ial re~ulRtin:n.c.  :bn\'"c  R  rir:ht  to  E'.  pension  under  appro~ 
priate application of  tho  Foc4~rR1 Ponfd.0nr:  P,c-.t.. 
The  socinl e.Rfd.Rtance  systeM  p:r:-(n  .. iclf'S  r.chn.h:iJ.itHt.ion  to all pcrco:nR 
\".'hn  arc  vnHhlo  tn  help  thcf'lrwl,  .. on  - fn!:'  f')'"0.1iplo  t}l~Ol.'Ch  lnck  o:: 
sufficient  fv.ndR  - Cln~  \"'hn  ~.n  nnt  re~cd.,  .. O  PE"Fd.r.t.C'.!1CC  fran  othC!'  flCT.l10!'1Fl,_ 
in  particular  f:.-on  rclR  t:i.Yos  or  fron  the  0the:r:- j nst.:.i. tn  ti0ns  pr0-rriclJ.nr; 
I· 
I 
i 
L 
i· 
I' social benefits.  Social assistance  has  on  principle  a  subsidiary 
status. 
The  Federal  IAhnur  Officn  provides  occupational and  supplementary re-
habilitation henefi  ts to  physically,  men taJ.J.;r  or  cnotionally handi-
capped  persons,  where  no  other  institution  j_n  cocpctcnt.  If another 
institution is competent,  the  Lahour  Office  nnr.t  p!'oposc  to it the 
occupational  measures  r:hich are  required  ( r::ne  ~  :;7  PEA).  In  quentionf3 
of  competence  the  Federal  Lahou~ Offj_ce  t8ke~ precedence  over  the  insti-
tutions responsible  for  social assistance. 
The  institutions  responsihl~ for  the  welfare  of  severely handicapped 
persons  suppleMent  th~ mPasuren  taken  hy  the  nthc~  j_nr~itutions,  undc~ 
the  Severely  DiBahled  PersonA  Acto  The  Fcd0.ral  Ln.hou~ Office  must  not 
up  special  counselline; and  joh  placement  ccntrer.  in its offices,  to  he 
responsible  for  the  placement  and  occupati0nal  pr0notion  of severely 
handicapped  anrt  other  hanrlicappnrl  p~rRnnR  CFcA  ~  30~  fc~tion 2,  SDPA 
in  AppencU.x  9) • 
Section l5  hRs  already set out  i.n  greater  detail  the  Acts  laying  do\"Tn 
the  benefits  to  be  provided by  the  various  institutions responsible  for 
rehabilitation ann  also  the  type  and  extent  0f  thcon  boncfits.  This lint 
v1ill  therefore  he  refc:-red.  to  in  the  detc:d.lect  dj e-cucFricn  heJ.C'T"r., 
A right  to  rehabilitation benefits also  veRts  in  Federal,  Land  and 
local civil servants.  The  oblieation placed  on  the  principal to  ensure 
the  well-being of his officials and  their  faMilicn  inplicB  that  he  t'IUAt 
undertake  a.ll  necessar;v  eff0rt.s in  orc1er  et  J car:t  tn  r.'IA.int~J.n  the 
social position  of  the civil ser,rant.  The  lcr,al bases  ar.e  the  Bundes-
heamten~esetz  (Fe~eral Civil Servants  Act)~  the  Land  civil servants acts 
and  the  numerous  directive.s  on  ~rants for  illness,  births and  c1.eaths .. 
In  the  event  of  an  occupational accident,  for  cxanple,  the  civil  ser~ant 
has  a  right  to  accident  (lenefit~  Thjs  i.ncluCicn  mcc1j_cal  treatment  :in 
accordance  with  items 15.1  - 1.5.3.  A catalocuc  and  evaluation of  the 
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relevant legal provisions  and other  directives  would  exceed  the  scope 
of  this study,  and  is  in  any  case superfluous,  dealing as it does  with 
the  particular conditions  of  puhlic service.  Basically,  civil  ocrvnnt~ 
and  others  in  the  public  service entitlert to  pensions  also  have  a  ri~ht 
to  rehabilitation. 
There  are  several publications  on  rehabilitation facilities  in  Germany. 
The  following  cataloeues may  he  mentioned,  nithout  attempting an  evalua-
tion  : 
a)  Catalogue  of  the  professional aRsociation  of  orthopaedic  surgeons 
I  \i~egweiser  fUr  a:r.ztliche  OrthopaecU.e'  (Gnide  on  or.thopaedic  Snrr;ery) ') 
750C  Karlsruhe  1,  StephaniP.nr.tr.  8R~ 
b)  ~1einecke,  'Behandlunesmoglir.hkei  ten  fHx- w.uerschni  t tgelahmte  in  dor-
Bundesrepublik  Deutschland'  (TreatMent  OpportunitieR  for  ParaplPgico 
in  the  Ff'de:r.al  :Repnhlir.  nf  Ge:r-ZW~Rn~r) ~  Peut.Br.hcs  .AerztehlRt.t.  J97()!1· ·p·nl  ... 
6.,  7,  Deutscher  ./l.e::-?,tc,rcrJ.v.c  ~  Lne".rcnir:h; 
c)  Kulenkampff-Siebecke, 
0 Gesantvc:r.zcj_~hnis aller Einrichtungen  in  de!' 
Bundesrepublik  Deutschland auf  den  Gebicten  der  Psychiatrie,  K5nrln~­
psychia trie,  ,Jue;enrlpRychia trio,  Neur.olre;ie  US\7 ..  '  (General  JJj flt  of 1\J.l 
InstallR  tions  in  the  Fecl.cral  Pepuhlic  nf  G.cr.~P.n.~r  in.  the  e.:r.cpn  0!: 
Psychiatry,  Child Psychintry!l  Youth  Psychintry?  NeuroJoey,  otr-o), 
loose-leaf,  Kohlhamner-Gr.othc-Verlae 1970; 
d)  the  'Lebenshilfe'  Fe~P.:r.al  AsBociRtion  for.  the  mentally  handicnppcrt, 
3554  Cappel  :  'Verzeichnis  clnr  Tat:,eseinr:i.cht.unr,en  fUr  geisti~ Pnh:i,.,_ .... 
clerte  il"'.  Bnncleflr;ehiet  ~ord.~  ein  Vcr.:z.cd.~h'liB  de!'  VJerkRtatten  fii:':"  rl"\.-. 
h ln.Cinrt.c'  ( Cn t.vJ.ncuc  nf  P~-~.rt inc  InA  t..!'1JJ.n t innn  fo::'  the  ~1cn  tnll~r  Hnn.(lj_r. 
CA.ppnd  in  the  Feclcral Repnhlir.  anc-1.  Cn tfl.lor;ue  of Workshops  fo:t:"  the 
Handicapped); 
e)  'Deuts~he  Vereinjr,nn~ fUr- 0io PchRhil:i.t.ntiC'n  Enh:in.CI.cr.ter'  Gcrl"'P"\ 
aRso~j  ;:~.t.ion  fo!.'  the  rchahilit.p_t.ion  of  t}'ln  hancl.:.i.cD.ppod),  F.eio0Jl"-rrr. 
'\T e!.'zeichnis  der  l!!erks tat  ten  ft'~  Behincl.erte  in  c. cr.  Bv.ndesrepnhJ.jJ~ 
Deutschland  einschliessli~h Wcst-Bo!.'lin'  (CatRloeue  of  WorkRhops  for 
the  Handicapped  j_n  the  Fe~-~r.al Pepnhlic  o'!  Ger.~_nn}"  incluclinr:  \AT('rrt 
Bcx-lin) ,  l96B; 
f)  Bundesarbeits6emein~chaft fUr  Rehahilitaticn  (Federal  Workine  Pnrty 
on  Rehahilitation),  Frankfurt  :  'Verzei~hnia dcr  Werkstitten  fUr 
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Behinderte'  (Catalogue  of Workshops  for  the  Handicapped),  1971~; 
g)  Verband  der  deutsehen Rentenversicherungstrager  (Association of 
German  Pension  Insurance  InstitutionR)  !  Kurkliniken,  Sanatorien, 
Berufsf5rderungsrerke'  (Sanatoria,  Occupational Pronation Installa-
tions),  loose-leaf edition,  Broenner  Druckerei,  Frankfurt,  1971H 
h)  Federal Ministry  fer.  LC\hcn~!'  nnd  rocinJ.  Affnj::~r.  :  rch.rlh:t:litntin!l  nc"':inn 
proe;ra.mmc  :  'Berufsf<S~derungs\"JO!'kc,  F.in~ichtun.e;en  zur  berufli~hc?'l 
Einsliedcr.u.nc,  erwachsener  P.ohindnx-t.er  ~  Vc!:'7.ci~hl"lis  t~.her  Leintun.r;cn 
und  Ber;inntcrmine'  ( Oc~u11a  ti0nP..l  Pronntion  InRtallations,  InntnJ.J.rt  .... 
tions  for  the  Oc cupA. tionnl  In  t  ~f\!'R  t ion  of  Fnn  ~  :i.r.a:n:nor\  Adul  tR..  Cn t.n.-
J.op;ue  of Benefits  c.nd  Ste\rtine;  D'l.ton) ..  1973/71!  ...  Th:i.n  catC'.lC'r;uo  ;.r. 
Rttp_cheii.  as  Appendix ll.  A  ncl·r  edition  in  boinr;  pr.epared  .. 
22.2  The  regulations  under  which rehahilitation Measures  in hospitals  cnn  hn 
promotf!<i  ~re J ~.rp;eJ.:v  j,~p,nt:i.~C\1  yr:i.t.h  thf'AP.  qu.nt.ed  vndor  E~octionn  22  ..  ! 
or  15. 
Bo  that  a  recorrl na;v  be  kept  nf  <'P.scs  0f rehahiJ.i tat  ion  in  b.o~p5.  tnJ.n  ~ 
§  5  Bect.ion  4  nf  the  Pchahilitation  Stan~.n.rdizntion Act  aJ.EJn  fll~~jcf:tn 
the  Federal  Lahour  Office  t.o  the  follo\"d.nr;  ohli.e;ations  :  '(4)  rc:.0r.0 
Of!cupa tional rchn.hilita  tion meaeures  arc  c. tarte0.  ~  i.n.  part:tculf!.~  f'.t.  t,c 
stage  of  p:':'cJ.iMinary  COUTlf'Cllintj  of  tho  bnndice.ppc0.  pC::'COn 9  t:bc  rcc.~:~f'J. 
Labour  Office  ~ust be  approached by  tho  0thcr institutions  rc~rnrn~~J.c 
for  rehabilitation,  so  that  dc~isions can  he  mRde  in ti"e  on  tho  pnnrn~ 
si  ty,  type  a.no.  extent of  t.hc  rlOP.AnreR.  This  alfH)  C\pplien  nhcn  t.h.o  J-1nn it.:i.-
capped  per.son  is in  P.  hoRpit.P.ll'  a  sp_nc:ttnrivn  or  rpocjal  in.stRllntiC':rl 
or  soMe  other  installation  fnr  MP~ical reh~hilitRt.ion'. 
§  137  section  2  sentence  1  ~f thn  FederAl  Civil Servants Act  prnvi~nn 
that  a  civil ser,rant  or  rct:i.rnn.  civ·il fier,ra.nt  \...,.hn  han  ~uffnred nn  C'"r.n  .... 
PR tional  acciclen  t  may  Pe  hos:ni  t.ali~oti  inr.t.cnrl  o~  rocei,~j  Tl.p,  tr~nt.nont. 
froM  a  d.o c t.0r  f'.nrl.  supplier>  0'!:  J"'c0 j.~ in.cs  e.nd  0th cr  necc~Gi  ties.  rc:- t.h; n 
pul:"pose·  th~ official  i.R  fl.clrrti t. tc0  to  ~ui.  t~.hJ.e  pu  hlj_(!  b.ospi tals or  sann  .... 
tor.ia. 
In the  Federal Republic  of  Gcr~~ny the  ~pecial wines  of the  bospitRlR 
operate<i.  P~r  the  r1utual  acciclent:  inRurD.nce  C'.~~nciRt5_ons  El1Cin)  c:1.  'bn - 47  -
regarded as special rehabilitation  departments  within hospital  com-
plexes.  In addition  to  these,  efforts aro  under  way  to  provide  nn 
extensive  net~ork of rehabilitation hospitalR neeting modern  requirc-
mentse  As  pRr.t  of its efforts  tn nakc  the  rehabilitation process  as 
snooth  as  possihle  ~  the  Fcdc:-nJ.  Governnon  t  hao  provided  for  six  ~odol 
ins talla  ti.onn  for  i.lJ.ncf',scn  uhich arc  cic;rd.fice.n  t  fro.r.t  the  socio-
r.'l.cdical  prd.n t  of vi  err,  in  \-.~h].ch,  aJ.cne;r;i~.c  no  c1.~_cal  follofl-up  tren  trtant., 
occupational rchahilitation in started nt  the  bcc1Ride  itself.  The  in-
tentions is to  use  occupational  ac1Rpt.ation  nethocls  to  prepare  the  handi-
capped  persons  for  their  fvtu.:r.e  l."'orkplacP.  in  st1ch  a  Manner  that as soon 
as  they  h,q_,re  r.eco'\rer.ed  they  mny  return 0irectly to  vrorkin8' life.  In 
CCI.ses  where  the  hanrlicap  naken  it i.m_nossihJ.c  for  the  patient  to return 
to his  previous  occupation,  or  a  reJ.n.tecl  0ne,  it is intended  to  pro,.,. 
pare  him  while  he  is still in his sick Pnrl  for  his retraining in an 
occupational  proMotion  norkshop.  The  fir8t  of  thesA  jnRtallRtions  ~~n 
already  opera  t.ional;  b cn!'t.  ann.  r.ir~ula  ti0n  pat  ien.t.r.  ar.c  CRtcr.cd  for  in 
Bad  Krotzingen,  young  persons  \"!i th brain  injuriefl  in Gailinc;en,  ~.nd 
sufferers  from  internal  dificascs  in ISppoldsbere. 
Preliminary  evaluation  of  the  experience  ~ained indicates  that it iA 
appropriate  to  construct  such  instE~.llations not  es  e.utonomov..n  ccn tr.cn 
hnt  rather  in  close  cooperation  VJith  effective rchahilit.ation  clin~.cr. 
and  hospitals. 
22.3  If health reasons  make  it necessary  for  an  adult  to  change  his  occu-
pation,  the requisite vocational counselline  i.R  ca:r:-rleo.  out.  E'.t  t.hn 
lahour  offices  etnd  the  tra.inine  (retrainj.ne)  t;cnerall;v  in  Epcc:tnJ.  innt.al-
lations for  handicapped  personP.. 
Since vocational  counselling~  placement  in  a  workplace  and  job  plar.c-
.rnl3n t  are  "hC~sicall~r  fvnctio:rar.  of  thn  FeiierE~.l  Le.Pnu.::- Offi~c,  thia  ~f"(hr 
nnst  "Pe  contacted by  the  competent.  advisor~r "k'oc1ies  of  the  otbe!." 
responsible institutions  evo~~  t.i~A  it iR  jntondc~ to  t~ke occupational 
promotion  ~easures,  anrt  Must  p~ovj_~e an  ~sGcssnent  t~king into  account 
the  situation  on  the  labour  ma!"kf!t,  this  e.eEeEsment  then  becor.'l.ine;  one 
component  jn  the  overall  plRn  tn  ~e  dr~rn upo - 48  -
Depending  on  the  severity of  the  handicap,  the  occupational  traininff 
is carried out  either in  special  installations for  the  handicapped 
(occupational  promotion  centres)  or  in  installations  open  to all adults. 
Accident  victims are  often also retrained in industrial or  commercial 
undertakine;s. 
Appendix  11  contains  a  list of  the  existjn~ occupational  promotion 
centres,  the  number  of  places a'railahle  in  then  and  the  occupations 
for  which  they  provide  trainine;,  and  dn:=;~ribes  their orB'anisatinn  or 
structure.  A revised version  of  the  liP.t  is  due  to  appear  in  a  forr 
months. 
22.4  A  further  source  of  opportunities  for  trainin~ and  retraining is to  be 
found  in  the  occupati.onal  promotion  centres  and  occupational  training 
centres  for  handicapped  persons,  extendinr,  from  occupations  for  VJhir.h 
basic  training is required,  through skilled occupations  up  to  univnr~i­
ty  level  education. 
These  rehabilitation facilities are set  up,  extended  or  equipped 
with Federal  Labour  Office  funds  in addition  to  other  recourcos.  Thus 
the  Federal  Labour  Office  also  has  an  influence  on  details of the 
individual  teaching  courses. 
In  determining  which  occupational rehabilitation measures  are  to  hn 
undertaken,  the  prime  considerations  must  be  the  capabilities ann 
inclinations  of  the  handicapped  person.  In  addition,  due  attention 
should  be  paid to  labour  market  considerations.  The  provision  that  the 
Federal  Labour  Office  must  alwa;vs  be  approached  11eforc  occupationnl 
measures  are  started is an  attempt  to  r.wet  this  objective.  The  lahOll:::' 
office specialists  on  occupational  promotion  and  labour market 
questions are  thereby  involved,  to  the  benefit  of  the  handicapped 
person. 
tTob  ~ounsellinp;,  vrhich  takeG  pJac.e  before  completion  of  train:i.:ne  in 
the  installation,  p:r.o,rides  the  local JRhonr- offices  \"rith  e.n  opporu.nf-
ty  to  make  a  timely  begj.nning  ~ith placemnnt  activ1.ties  aimed at 
settling the  rehabilit.atf>rl  person  in  his  new  occupation. - 49  -
Contacts are also  made  with  industry and  trade,  but  such contacts 
cannot  be  enforced by  lan. 
22e5  Owing  to  the  coMpart~cntalizcd syotco of rehabilitation,  the  final 
decision lies with  the  institution rcoponoible  for  the  costs.  The 
Federal  Labour  Office,  or  the  competent  lnhonr  office,  however,  docn 
have  a  privileged position.  Tho  instituti0n rcBponsible  for  the  costn 
may  not reject  the  Lahour.  Officers proposal  for  professional  intccrrn-
t.ion  unlesR  a  prior attenpt  to reach  at;re~nont,  involving the  La.nci. 
labour  office,  has  been  nndc  Cl.nd.  ha~ fc:dJ.ed .. 
The  rehabilitation officer of  the  employMent  exchRnge  at the  dis-
abled person's place  of residence is thA  pnrson  initially reapnnsiblfl 
for  decidjn~ whether  a  ch~nr:o  of  oc~upntio:n.  ifl  ne~P.~SRr;v or  RP.,"iRnhJn., 
and  \"~'hR t  in  the  hent  covrE:'c  0f  ru~tton  ~  Rnn.  he  ohouJ.rl  therefore  nlr!n~"n 
be  referr.oc1.  to  b~r  the  othe?:- i:n.stit.ut:Lonr.  renponsihlc  for  the  cont.n  .. 
The  rehabilitation officer.  hases  his  decision  on  the  doctor's report. 
~hich nor.~ally indicRteR  ~het.hc~  R  bRndicap  neccssitatin~ a  chnn~c 
of  occupation  iA  p~cFent.  TP.c  d0ctor- in  qP.cotion  rna~r  bo  the  cl.ir-nhlc0. 
person's  fe.M.ily  one  tor~  the  :hospj_ trd.  Cloctor.'  ean.i  toriun doctor'  ncrl~.cnl 
adviser or  the  enploy~ent cxchanee  doctor;  jn vicn of  the  stress  fn~tor 
inherent  in  certain  j0hs,  the  lntterlls report  is frequently  d.eci.fd.1."0., 
Jn  the  caf;e  of l'lent.al  di~o:r.dor.f1  ~  the  occvpat.ionRl  ps;vcholoe;ist  ch0nl0. 
c=t.lAo  he  consult.crl  .. 
22ft6  The  employment  exchange  is  the  hody  chiefly responsible  for  place~cnt 
after rohahilitation has  hecn  conploted.  By  ~ay of  exception,  thn 
rehahilit.ation  c.ent.:r.eR  f"'.aY  Cl~c?.Rionall;v undertake  plRCCMont  r.'horn 
calleci f0r  by  a  pfl_:r.ticvJ ctr  C"P.Re  ~  p~o'"j.0erl  this  hA.A  in  IlO  ra;v  h('rn. - 50  -
influenced by  the  prevailing conditions  on  the  open  labour market. 
After  placement  has  been  effected,  the  body  r.eRponsible  nay  help  the 
v.rorker  to  retain his  enployrnen  t  by  such  nft.er  care at  the  workplace 
as  may  be  necessitated  b~ the  circunstnnccRc 
Supplementary assistance  to  facilitate  re~umption of vork may  be 
e;ranted  undGr  §§  65_...98  of  the  0::-dcr  of  the  Acl.visory  Board  of  t;he  Federal 
J,.q 'Pnur  Officn  relR  t inc;  to  the  Tnc1.tl.st.rinl  l'nr1.  Vocn  t.j_C'InaJ.  Rchahili  ta  t:i.on 
0f  Dj.sRhJ.c~  Pe~sn~n  (Eon  annex 5). 
Accnrdine  to  §  26  Fcdn~Rl PcnRionA  Act  (~en §  27  Nn.  17  of  Appendix  2) 
the  ~ain nelfarn  cnntrnR  are  rcAponsihln  fnr  follrn-up welfare  for  dis-
ahle0.  ex-serYiCCr1P.11  ( rccional  j nfit.i t.ntin.nfi  7.'f'f>J10nnj.hJ.n  for.  VfRT.'  "ri.ctj  T"F1  ~ 
\"relf~_re) ...  The?  c:rnnine  v~hothc::- the  concngyonr.C'ri  of  the  injur? are  cnch 
t}1.q t  thn  el1R.J:"8,Yl, t.oej_nr;  Of  fl.  \"_T(")!,"kp~.l"..CC'  thn  J'~:'()i,Tj_P,j_('ln  0::  a  d\"JOllil'l.[';  0::"  0f 
a  noto~ wehicln  vould  cnntrihut~ tn  job  ~e~urityo  In  cooperation vith thn 
han.rlicapped  person  C!nd  te'lk:i.np;  in  to  P.ccoun  t,  his financial si  tun  t.ion,  t.hc;v 
deci~e the  extent  to  ~hi~h erantn  nn~ ~R:i.nly  interest-free loRnA  arc  t.n 
be  pr0vic1.e~..  The  Rl  tc:-na  t i v·c  bene fi  t.n  ( 2.pr:-ox.  DN  3  000)  paid  U!1dc:"  o~:-­
tho~aedic pension  arrancernents  in place  of  nn  invalid vehicle  tn  nhich 
the  injury may  entitle the  patic.nt  are~  r_rhere  appropriate,  taken  into 
n~~ount vrhen  a  motor.  vehicle  is  pro~u.rcd  e  Jn  a0.di tion,  grants  t.o  hnJ.p 
rv:l.in tRin  and  run  a  vehicle are  p.J Rn  paid~  tE~kinc  j nt.o  accov_nt  the  l~;HlclJ.~ 
capp8rl.  person's  financiel  eituat:jone 
Cnce  a  handicapped  person  has  resumed  nork,  he  is looked after hy  thA 
appropriate  institution respnnsihln  for  rnhahilitatione  In  cases  of 
SO'' ere  handicaps  the  instit.u  tionA  0ffer  follo\"1-Vp  ~sflifltance in  the  f0rf'1Fi 
of  extra  e;re.n ts" 
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The  accident  insurance institutions  p~ovide assistance  to~ards the 
purchase  of  a  dwelling,  by ncans  o~ lnnns,  ad,rnnces  o:-:- penn  ion  r.ari-
taliza  tion  ~  they  give  persons  vTi th lor.nnt'ltor  hn.nd:i.r.a:.nr.  nCI."T"f''l'1.~rHi  o~ 
loans  for  vehicles purchase,  and  bear  the  cost of  ext~a c0uipcent 
such  as  autonatic  transmission. 
23  Employment  j~ a  normal  environment 
23.1  The  presence  of  a  handicap is generally not  a  VRlid  p;ronn.rl  for re-
fusing  employnent,  in particular in undertakinp,r.  nhich  do  not  employ 
their full  imposed  quota of handicapped  personR.,  Uno.c~  §  11 section 1, 
Severely Handicapped  Persons  Act~  ~hnrnver a  jnh  bnconeA  available 
Cl!lployers  C!!"P.  f''T~"en  bounrl  to  eY.Cl.Pline  rrhcthcr  n  ~0-''C'!!"CJ;r  fl:i r.l'1.hJ.crl  rr.~nn:rt 
can  be  em:pJo~rcd in it. Thin  ohJ.irntion  t>till  ohtainn  c'1cn  -r~.on  t.J1'1 
compulsory  pcr.cen taee  of  hp_ndic~.:pped  pc!'sons  i~  cn):)loyed.  /l.J:!'J.ic-:1~.5.nPA 
from  severely handicapped  pcrr.cm.r.  nnnt  C'.J.rrn;vn  he  (lj_Rcu.Rnnn.  r~.{·.h  ~-.hn 
person's  re:n:-:-eAen ta  tive.  NeverthP.J~rn  ~  the  d.eciRiC'!l..  t'rhet.hnr.  or nnt 
to offer  a  joh  to  a  handicRppcit  pc:r:-rr:t.  rents  J P."':"col~r  r'i  t:h  tJ'l~ 
employer.  The  determining  fa~  torn  r0~n C'.re  the cor.Jal at  titt1dc  of 
~anagement and also,  to  a  considcrahl0  extent,  tho  ccononic  situation. 
Safety questions  must  be  considererl rhenevcr  a  ~Rndi~appod person  iR 
employed,  anrl  un.der  cer.tain  ~ircvn~t.ancco the  tcc.PT".:i.r.al  C'.Ch"j RO!" 
from  the  lahour  office  ~ill eivc  e~rjrc on  borr  tn  ~~kc tho  norkplnco 
safer. 
23.2  Under  the  Severely Disabled Persons  A~t~  e~ploycrn are suhject to 
certain obligations.  The  points  J1'1;:\_~n  jn  p~.re~re.ph 23.1  a.:npJ~r  bC':':"O 
also,  althoup;h  some  coercive  por•cr  ~-n  Ycstccl.  in  the  labot,r  office 
through  the  Jcv~ on  unattained  quntaA. - 52  -
·The  employer's  obligations are laid  dovm  in detail in  §§  4-11  of 
the  Severely  Disabled Persons  Act  (sen  Appendi~ 9). 
E"rery  employer  with at least  J,;  vr0rk:nln~f!E  rtust  fill 6 % of  them 
with severely  disabled persons  ..  This  ohli{"l.tion  applies  equally  to 
public  administrations,  public  undertakinc3  and  private  undertnkin6o. 
23.3  For  persons  who  are  severely  handicapped within  the  meaning  of  the 
Severely  Handicapped  Persons  Act,  §  JJ.  of this  Act  lRVS  d.oVIn  tho 
foll0wing  provisions 
"  (2)  Employers  must  occupy  the  severely handicapped persons  in such 
a  way  that  the latter may  take  the  fullest possible  use  of thoir 
capabilities and knowledge  and  dnvelop  them  further.  In  order  to 
promote  the  occupational advancenent  of severely handicapped  per-
sons,  they  must  give  them  prior  consideration  for  in-plant  training. 
As  far  as  is reasonably  pos~ihle, their participation in out-of 
plant  training must  be  facilitated  .. 
(3)  Employers  have  an  oblieation to  equip  and maintain  the  viOrkinr; 
areas,  equipMent,  machinery  and  plRnt  (vd.th  particular attenti("'n  tn 
accident risks)  and  to  turn their undertaking in such  a  nay  that  thn 
largest possible number  of se,rerel;v  handicapped persons  can  fin~. 
permanent  eMployment  in  their undertakines;  the  installation  ~f 
pa:?:"t-ti.me  vrorkplRces  must  be  promoted.  Emplo;rers  are  also obliecd 
tn  equip  such  ~nrkplaces nith  the  requisite  technical  working  ai~n. 
The  obligations laid donn  in sentences  1  and  2  do  not  apply if 
their  implementation  ~auld serjnusly  harm  the  undertakin~ 0r  ~ould 
involve  di8proportionate  exprnditu~c,  they  rRn  counter  to  ~~f0tv 
regulations issued by  the State  or  the r.mtnal  accident.  insur[ln.<"n 
associations.  The  Land  lahnu!'  0ffices an0.  !T1rc~.n  peJ.fnx-c  cent~('r,  i'Pr.t. 
as  siB  t  the  employers  i.n  tho  implcl"1n:n. t.a t. ion.  of the  sc  r.'least'rnn 
takine into account  the  charar.teriet.icP. of  t.hc  hanrlicapped  pc:-r,..,re.n - 53  -
which affect their employnont  .. " 
The  assistance by  the  main  welfare  centro referred to  in paragraph 
3  may  also  be  in the  form  of financial  fHl.hrd.dicn,  as is made  cl~nr 
by  §  28  s~ction 3,  sentences  2  and  3  PII:r?A .. 
The  institutions responsible  f0r  acci~cnt insurance  and  pension 
insura.n c e  provide  employ  ere  Yii t.h  gran  tfi  t.oria:l':'CI.s  the  i!ls talla  t ion 
and  technical  equipping of  vmrkplac~s for.  han~.icapped persons  nh."' 
are  hej.ng rehabilitated by  themR 
23.4  Temporary  or  part-time  work  is  possihl~ in  individual  cases,  but 
conside:r:-able  accomodation  difficulties arc  invnJ.,red,  leading in 
particular to  numerous  cases before  th~ :=:ocial  courts,  -rrh~n it j.A 
found  that  a  person  insured  for  et  p~nRion is  in~apRhle of  fnllnrd.np; 
his pr0fession  a.nd  only  part-time  1t'ork  ifi  axai.J ?.hJ.n  C'n  thn  C'ncn  J r.~0l'~ 
mA.rkot. 
24.1  A conceptual  definition of  'norkehnp  fo:t:'  handicapperl  persons'  iR 
I 
given  in  §  52  of  the  Severely  Ean~j.capp0d Persono  Act.  The  text  of 
this provision  is given  i.n  .Appcn~ix 9 ..  T.l'lis  definiti0n.  applj~n tn 
all Acts  dealing  VJi th workshops  for  h~.nd.icappcd  p~rsons.  Thcr:c  are 
the  Lahour  Promotion  Act,  the  Fe~eral Social Assistance  Act  and  thn 
Bill currently in prepRrati0n  on  the  ~0cial  insu~anco nf  ~an~j.~RP?C~ 
personA  .. 
LRbour  administration bedias are  under  no  legal obligation  to set up 
special workshops  for  hanrlj.r.Rppecl  pn:reonR  unahJ.e  to  fi.nd  an  oc~upn­
tion  on  th~  o:nen  lRhour  J"1f'':"J<".0t  ~  Jn.  nccorcian~n r'ith  §  b1  of  the  pJ,f\., 
horrP-ver!!  the  Fedor.o.l  J,ahon~  O:':fj co  C'C'l.n.  r":'rn"icc  loe.n.s  a.nrl  aCIYanccr. 
for  the  c0nstruction,  ey:t.cn.sio:n.  and  eauj :np:i.nt;  of  r•nrk.shops  in  r·h:i.ch ....  54  -
.the  workplaces  allow  for  the  particular situation of handicapped 
persons  .. 
~  101  of  the  Fe0c~al Social P..Bsistancn  f\"!J.;  p:-:-c,.r:i.0.As  th::~.t  the  ro~io"1.1.1. 
social  e.sFd stance institutions t'l.o.y  cct  11.!)  fJ:nC'!c:i.al  rio!'k.shnpo.  Acco::-rl~.:n.~ 
to  §  40  ccction  2  of  tf.d.s  Act.,  the  in tent  ion  j  r:  that  pc:r:-sonn  tho  t~r:;;-:1 
/ 
or  severi  t,v  of  whose  hE~.n.dicap  pr.cclu0.os  fl.ny  occupa  tionn.l nensn-:-cs 
aimerl  at reset  tlinp;  them  in  the  open  lf\.h,)tl:':'  I'l.R:r:-ket  na.y  he  r;il'C!1  nn 
opportvni  ty  of  corr~inr: on  t  n.n  oc cupn. tion  f\:nJl~np:':':i n t.P.  to  t.hn:i.r  }'ln_n(!j_ ... 
cap,  in  p~rticular in  n  VYorkRhop  f0:o:- hc:tn.i!:i.r.nppon.  por.snns. 
The  legal position of such  workshops  va~icn  froM  case  to  caso~ 
Generally  they  follow  the  ler;al Btatus  of  tho  inst:i.tution  c·<"H"~.~e:r.nfHl  ... 
The  Federal  Government  is  empnw~red tn  issue  OrdorR  detailin~ 
technical speculationA  for  rnrkshnps  for  handicappe~ pcrs0nAft  J"1 
doing  so~ it ~ust take  account  n~ the  hnnic  principleA  alrcn~~  r~n~.~0~ 
hy  the  Federal Ministry  for  Labour  and Social  Affairs.  These  prin-
ciples are  attached in  Appendix  12. 
24.2  The  conditions  under  v.rhich  assistance  \"Jill  he  given by  tho  Fc0r.J:-nJ. 
Labour  Cffice  arc  described  i.n  ercatcr detail  in.  §§  51 ... 55  of  t}'0 
Anordnung  ~ber die  Arbeits- und  PcrufBfCrdcrun~ Bchindnrto;  (Or~nr. 
on  the  Occupational Promotion  of  Hn.nd1.cetppcd  Per.sonn)  ( soe  1\ppon~.i::o~ 
5). 
The  workshops  should  coMprise at ).cast  1~0  workplaces~ and  Ehnul~ 
make  it possible  for  the  handicapped  per~onn  : 
1.  to  develop,  improve  or  regain  their capacity  to  work, 
2.  to produce  an  econoMically  sifnificC~nt output  for.  at  le<?.nt  ;:o 
hour.R  per  vreek, 
3·  to  ohtain  commensurate  payment. - 55  -
The  activities undertaken  vary  from  region  to  region,  generally  unrlcr 
the  influence  of labour nar.kct  fnctorAe 
A network  of work~hops iA  currently boins set up.  Several lists of 
existing vrorkshops  for.  handicapped  persons  have  nlrcady  been  published; 
sec  paraeraph 22e1. 
24.3  The  degree  to  which  the  responsible  institutionn  themselves  finance 
the setting up  of  these rorkshops  depends  on  their  onn  capacityo  A 
large  proportion  of  financial assistance is eivcn  for  construction 
and  initial equipment.  It is intended that  runnine  c0sts should he 
principally covered  hy  production.  A contribution  to~~rds  cos~n is also 
derived,  however,  from  the  daily rates  chnrgcd  for  handicapped  pcrs~nn 
receiving preliminary or  advanced  traininR in  thn  work~h6pn~ 
The  Se,.re.':'el~r  Fandica:npc0.  P0.,..Fnn_s  Ac-:t.  iteelf  jn.c) l'OCS  tl·ro  mcr-tE':\1~:-C':;  :  n·~ 
tended  to  stren.eth~n the  pm~:i. tion of  these  \"Jorl:chopo 
a)  by  creatin~ incentives  to  encoura~e employers  to  award  contracts for 
work  (see  §  53  of  the  Act) 
and 
b)  by  placinB' public  bodies  under  an  ohlieation  to  offer ·preferentially 
to  workshops  for  handicapped persons  contracts  YThich  can  be  ce.rricd 
out  by  such  workshops  (see§ 54  of  the  Act). 
Under  the  Zonenrandf6rdcrungsgesetz  (Peripheral  Areas  Assistancn  p~~) 
for  handicapped persons  jn  the  area  adjoinin~ the  Ger~an Democratic 
Republic  are  also  ass:i.stert ·rrorn  Federal  fundn. 
24.4  The  workshops  are  principally  concernPd nith the  production,  pro~PsRin~ 
and  install0tion of  prC"<~tlr.t.f;~ 
24.5  In  view  of the  considerahle  need  for  norkplaces,  priority is eiven  t~ 
the  erection~  extenF>ion  ~  ir'lp::-ovenen t  a.nci.  equipptnp;  of \-rorkshopR,  anrl 
at present  t.hflr.e  ere  0nly  a  fey.r  opportunitiefi  f0r  C\C.Comodat:i.on .. - 56  -
25  Social rehahilitation  of  handicapy~erson~: 
25.1  In  the  guidelines  of  20  December  1972  rc~pnctin~ the  use  of  Federal 
funds  to assist in  the  construction of social  ~rrcllinGR it in lnirl 
down  that  DIN  18  025  must  be  observed  when  duellincs  for  severely 
handicapperl  persons are  constructed.  The  draft of  this  DIN  ntandard 
has  since  then  been  superseded  by  its final  version.  The  draft  j_r; 
attached  c.s  Appendix 13.  VJe  nust  point  ont~  p(wu~  ..  ,.~~:-,  that  th:i.A 
Appendix  is in  tended  for  your  personal  usn  onJ.;r  ~  ~opyinr;.,  phntn-
copying  etc.  are  not  possible,  for  copyrir;ht  rcanonr..  If further 
examples  are  required,  they  must  be  order.cd  fron  B~uth-Vertrich GMbH, 
Berlin  30  and  Colognee 
There  are  no  general  provisions  which must  be  observed in  the  conn~ruc­
tion  of all social dwellings  in order  to  make  it possible  or  easier 
for  handicapped  persons  or  their families  to  usc  them.  All  that 
exists are  the  planning recommendations  for  the  construction  of 
dwellines  for  severel;v  handicappeo.  personfi,  hut  thni.t'  ohservanr.c  c.Rnnnt. 
be  made  manoato~~o 
25.2  Although severely  handicapped persons  have  no  J.eeal  ri~ht to  preforon-
tia.l treatnent  in the  avrarding  of social d\·rellinr;s,  special considnrn-
t.ion  is given  to  therrt  vrhen  puhlic  funds  e.r.c  d iF>PP'~"'~nd..  Thus.,  thn;v  c-.nn. 
claim  a.  special aJ.J C"V'an~c  in  the  calculation 0f  :i.nconc  t,ndc:r:- §  ~.)  n:: 
the  Zvreites  Vfnhnunr,Eihaue;csetz  (Second  DrJClline  C0l'U>truct:i.on  Act).  In 
A.ddi tion,  they  recejye  a  higher  supplel!'1.0ntary  fCl.rdJ.)r  lo[l.n  and  a  hi~her 
repayment  honuR  if they repay  puhlic  funds  bcforn  ~he dun  ~Rte  (§§  h5, 
69  nf  the  /let) &  §  28  of  the  "Act  prcn'io.<"fi  that  the  l:'d p,hcr.t  LRn0.  9.n-::hn~ 
ri  ties responsible  for.  hovAinp;  anrl  sctt.lc:ment  aunr.tionA  ~hould  I'f'1~r 
appropria  to  attention  to  the  housine;  requiret'lcnt.r;  nf novernJ.:.r  hrl.·1 rU.-
capped  personA  end  personA  in  the  same  CRtegor.j0r..  Tho  Rhnve  rnnn~. 1 onnArt 
special allo\·'ance  for  severely  handicappf'd  pe:rEC"lT'IB  in  the  incoM.e  ~~l­
culation  for  the  purpose  of  ~  25  0f  thn  ftct  e) E'<"  effcctA  tho  te:rr'r. - 57  -
of  the  certificate of entitlement  to  a  dwelling and  the  calculation 
of  the  permissible  dwelling size for  the  purposes  of  §  5  of  the 
~ohnungsbindungsgesetz (Social  Housing  Act)  1974.  Under  this pro-
vision,  certain social  dwellings  can  also  be  reserved  for  severely 
disabled persons.  In  that  case  such  dwellings  may  only be  rented to 
persons  whose  housing authorization certificate  ~ndicates that  they 
are  in  the  category  of severely handicapped  persons.  Finally,  under 
certain  circumstances classification as  'severely handicapped'  can 
be  relevant  to  decisions  as  to  whether  a  dismissal is socially 
justified, if this is not  the  case,  the  tenant's right  to  object is 
applied  in accordance  with  §  556a  of  the  Civil Code. 
Under§ 18  of  the  Order  on  Integration Assistance  (see  Annex  8a), 
assistance  can also  be  provided  for  necessary adaptation  to  the 
dwellings  of  disabled persons  when  warranted  by  the  particular  case. 
25.3  For  some  time  past  the  Lander  of  Lower  Saxony  and  North  Rhine-~~est­
phalia have  included in  their building regulations provisions under 
which  measures  to  reduce  structural and  technical  hindrances affecting 
disabled  persons and  certain other  categories  may  be  legally enforced. 
§  78  of  the  Land  building regulations of  the  Rhineland Palatinate 
is worded  as  follows  : 
'  (1)  The  installations listed below  must  be  constructed  in  such  a 
way  that  they,  and also  the  appurtenant  parking spaces  and  vehicle 
garages  can  be  appropriately  used  or visited by  mothers  with 
infants and  disabled and  elderly  persons  without assistance  : 
1.  Community  buildings  including  those  intended  for  religious 
services, 
2.  Public  offices and administrative buildings, 
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3.  Counters  and  general  offices of  public  transport  and  welfare 
establishments and  banks, 
4.  Schools, 
5.  Sports  centres,  playgrounds  and similar installations, 
6.  Hospitals,  old peoples'  homes  and  nursing  homes  for  the  aged, 
7.  Doctors'  surgeries  and  similar medical  care  establishments, 
8.  Day  centres and  homes  for  disabled  persons, 
9.  Maternity  homes,  children's and  young people's  homes  and  day 
nurseries, 
10.  Antenatal Clinics. 
(2)  Workshops  and  workplaces  in which  more  than  25  persons  classi-
fied as  severely  disabled  under  the  currentli applicable  provisions 
of the  Schwerbeschadigtengesetz  (Severely  Disabled  Persons  Act)  are 
to  be  employed,  must  be  constructed in  such  a  way  that  they,  and 
also  the  appurtenant  parking spaces and  vehicle  garages,  can  be 
appropriately used  by  handicapped  persons without assistance.' 
§  49  of the  Lower  Saxony  building regulations contains  similar provi-
sions.  In  a  circular of  27  March  1973  to  the  competent  ministries 
of the  Lander  concerning building for  handicapped persons,  the  Bundes-
minister  flir  Raumordnung,  Bauwesen  und  STadtebau  (the  Federal Minister 
for  Housing  and  Town  Planning)  listed the  priorities to  be  observed 
in  connection with  the  removal  of structural and  technical hindrances. 
This  circular is appended as  Annex  14.  The  Federal  Government  intends 
to  give  increased attention to  the  interests of severely  disabled 
persons  in its future  housing and  town  planning programmes.  In  addi-
tion,  legislation guaranteeing special parking rights  for  severely 
handicapped persons is currently being prepared. 
The  German  Federal Railways are also  endeavouring  to  make  special 
provision  for  handicapped  persons  in their vehicles and  buildings 
Specially designated seats are reserved  for  handicapped persons  in 
railway  coaches.  Entry  to  coaches is being  facilitated by  the  planned 
replacement  on  new  coaches  and  on  some  of  the  existing coaches  of  the 
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hitherto  customary  three steps,  which  were  sometimes  steep,  by  four 
steps with  a  reduced step height.  In addition,  mobile  access  ramps 
are  currently  being  developed  for  handicapped  persons  to  enable  them 
to  get  into  coaches  more  easily. 
Access  ramps  without  steps,  wheel-chair lifts, staircases with built-
in  ramps,  automatic  doors  and  non-slip floorings  are already in 
existence  in  permanent  installations and  further  similar aids are 
planned  to facilitate greater  freedom  of  movement  for  handicapped 
persons. 
In  the  introduction  to  DIN  standard 18  025 it is stipulated that 
single-person dwellings should  be  provided  for  handicapped persons 
living alone  who  have  to  carry  out  their  normal  daily routine  largely 
without  assistance. 
25.4  The  order  on  integration assistance  provides  for  financial  aid  in 
the  form  of grants  or  loans  for  the acquisition  of  a  motor  vehicle 
if this is likely  to  facilitate  the  integration  of  the  handicapped 
person. 
In  accordance  with  the  Bundesentschadigungsgesetz  (Federal  Indemni-
fication  Act),  war  invalides and  war  victims  who  are at least 50% 
disabled are  exempt  from  motor  vehicle  tax.  Other  handicapped  persons 
are  granted total or  partial exemption  from  the  tax,  depending  on  the 
degree  of  their  handicap  and  financial  circumstances. 
Insurance  institutions give  a  25 % reduction  on  third-party  insurance 
to all war  invalides  who  are  entitled to special pension  provisions 
under§  27c  of  the  Bundesversorgungsgesetz  (Federal  Pensions  Act);  this 
reduction is also  given  to  severely  handicapped  persons  within  the 
meaning  of  §  1  of  the  Severely  Disabled Persons  Act,  and  to  physically 
handicapped  persons  within  the  meaning  of  the  Bundessozialhilfegesetz 
(Federal Social Assistance  Act)  if 
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a)  their driving licence stipulates that  they are  required  to  equip 
their vehicles with special controls, 
b)  ~ grant  or  loan  was  provided for  the acquisition of the  vehicle, 
c)  a  grant is given  for  the  purchase  of fuel  for  the  vehicle. 
These  conditions  also apply  to  war  invalides  who  are less than  50  % 
disabled. 
Under  the  Act  of  27  August  1965  (BGB  (German  Civil Code)  1.  I  p.  978) 
relating to  free  local transport  for  war  invalids,  disabled ex-
servicemen  and other  handicapped  persons,  free  local transport  must  be 
provided  for  handicapped persons  who  are  in receipt of pensions  under 
the  Federal  Pensions  Act  or  under  other legislation  implementing  the 
relevant  sections thereof  who  are  at least  70 % disabled,  and also  for 
other  handicapped  persons  who  are  50-70 % disabled,  but  whose  locomotor 
ability is gravely  impaired.  The  expenditure  for  these  groups  is met 
by  the  Federal  Government  (approx.  annual  expenditure  DM  36  million). 
Other  persons  entitled to  the  same  assistance are  : 
a)  persons  who,  having reached  the  age  of 6,  are  blind within  the 
meaning of  the Severely Disabled Persons  Act,  provided their 
income  does  not  exceed  the  earning limit stipulated in the 
Federal Social Assistance  Act  for  the  provision  of assistance 
for  blind persons, 
b)  persons  who,  having reached  the  age  of  6,  are  50  ~ physically dis-
abled within  the  meaning  of  the  Federal Social Assistance  Act, 
and  whose  locomotor ability is gravely  impaired,  provided their 
income  does  not  exceed  the  earnings  limit stipulated in the 
Federal Social Assistance  Act  for  integration assistance,  etc. 
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The  expenditure  for  these  two  groups  is met  by  the  Lander. 
The  Bundesanstalt  fUr  Arbeit  (Federal  Labour  Office)  and  the  insti-
tutions responsible  for  the  statutory accident  insurance  and  pension 
schemes  provide  financial assistance  towards  the  necessary modifica-
tion  of vehicles  for  particular handicaps.  In  the  case  of  severe  handi-
caps  they  bear  the  purchase  cost  of  a  vehicle  (car  or  wheel-chair)  in 
full  or  in part. 
25.5  The  public activity of  the  Federal  Government  and  of  the  other  public 
and  private  agencies  involved  in rehabilitation is directed  towards 
the  removal  of prejudices against  handicapped  persons. 
25.6  This  is done  primarily  through existing channels.  Holidays  for 
handicapped  persons  are  organized by  the  associations of  the  indepen-
dent  welfare  services,  the  two  major  associations  for  the  handicapped 
- the  VDK  (Association  fo  War  Invalids'  and  Servicemen's  Dependents) 
and  the  Reichsbund  (National  League)  - and  by  the  scouts.  Arrange-
ments  are  also made  for  small  party  of  German  children with major 
physical  handicapes  to  take  part  in  the  international holiday  schemes. 
The  Deutsche  Vereinigung  fUr  die Rehabilitation Behinderter  (German 
Association  for  the  Rehabilitation of  the  Handicapped)  is responsible 
for  organizing  the  German  groups  for  these. 
The  Deutscher  Versehrtensportverband  (German  Disabled  Persons Sporting 
Association)  frequently  organizes  sporting activities for  handicapped 
persons  which  include  opportunities  for  the  participation of  disabled 
adults.  Pursuant  to  §  12  of  the  Reha-Angleichungsgesetz  (Rehabilitation 
3tandardization  Act)  it is now  inc.umbent  on  persons  responsible  for 
rehabilitation  to  organize  sport  for  handicapped  persons  in medically 
supervised  groups. 
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26  Artificial limbs  and  other  individual appliances 
26.1  The  orthopaedic  welfare  institutions responsible  for  war  victims'  wel-
fare  publish annual statistics of  the  number  of  orthopaedic appliances 
required.  This  is appended  as  Annex  15. 
No  such details are available  from  other institutions. 
26.2  Artificial limbs  are  selected and  acquired  on  the  basis of  the  federal 
register of such appliances.  All  orthopaedic appliances  to be  used  in 
war  victims'  welfare  are  evaluated by  the  Beirat  fUr  Orthopadie-Technik 
(Advisory  Council  for  Orthopaedic  Technology).  Their  proposals  then  form 
the  basis  for  recommendations  by  the  Bundesminister  fur  Arbeit  und Sozial-
ordnung  (Federal Minister  of Labour  and Social Affairs)  to  the  pension 
authorities  of  the  Lander. 
26.3  As  far  as  can  be  ascertained,  agreement  on  international and national 
standards  for  the  sizes  of artificial limb  parts  has  not  yet  been  reached; 
consequently it is not  possible  to  supply  any  data as  to  their likely 
recQgnition. 
26.4  As  far  as  can  be  ascertained,  all imported artificial  limbs  and  their 
parts are  subject  to  the  normal  customs  regulations. 
26.5  The  qualifying examination  for  orthopaedic  technicians  or  truss-makers. 
26.6  Technical  quality  control of  the artificial limbs  offered for sale 
through  the  trade is carried out  by  orthopaedic medical specialists. 
The  appliances  which  have  been  evaluated by  the  Advisory  Council  for 
Orthopaedic  Technology  for  use  under  the  war  victims'  welfare  scheme 
and  approved  by  the  Federal Ministry  of Labour  and Social Affairs are 
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tested by  the  Forschungsinstitut mit  PrUfstelle  fUr  kUnstliche 
Glieder  (Research  Institute and  Testing Centre  for  Artificial Limbs) 
at  the  Technical University  of Berlin. 
As  war  invalids - numbering approx.  444,000  - form  the largest group 
of  handicapped  persons requiring orthopaedic  care,  other  institutions 
generally base  their  policy  on  decisions  taken  with  regard  to  the  war 
victims. 
27  General  aspects 
27.1  The  exact  figures  for  handicapped  persons are  not  known  as  there  is 
no  general  obligation  for  them  to register.  However,  §  124  and  125 
of  the  Federal Social  Assistance  Act,  which  have  already  been  referred 
to,  stipulate  that,  in particular,  parents should seek medical  advice 
about  their handicapped  children;  in addition,  the  welfare  personnel 
mentioned  above  in  item  21.1  are  obliged  to  point  out  this duty  to 
parents.  The  health authorities assess  the  cases  of  handicaps  re-
ferred  to  them  by  the  doctors.  §  368  of  the  RVO  (Reich  Insurance  Code 
of 1911)  in its revised  form  in  §  21  No.  26  of  the Rehabilitation 
Standardi~ation Act  (see  Annex  2)  lays  on  the  Bundesverbande  der 
Krankenkassen  (Federal  Associations  of Sickness  Insurance  Institutions) 
and  the  Kassenarztliche  Bundesvereinigungen  (Federal  Unions  of  In-
surance  Panel  Doctors)  the  obligation  to  draw  up agreements  determining 
for  what  handicaps,  under  what  conditions and  by  what  procedures  doc-
tors  should  supply  information  on  handicapped  persons  to  the  sickness 
insurance  institutions.  These  agreements,  once  concluded,  are binding 
in  law.  To  ensure  that  there is uniformity  between  them,  it is also 
stipulated that  the  Bundesausschuss  der  Aerzte  und  Krankenkassen 
(Federal  Committee  of  Doctors  and  Sickness  Insurance  Institutions) 
must  concur  on  guidelines  for  these  agreements. 
In  1970  a  cost-benefit analysis  was  carried out  using  data supplied 
by  the  Land  social insurance  institution  in  Swabia.  Some  insurance 
institutions  have  assessed  the  cost  of rehabilitation  in specific 
cases.  A cost-benefit analysis  on  the  rehabilitation  of paraplegics 
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was  also  carried out  in 1971  in Bavaria  by  the  Institut  fUr  freie 
Berufe  (Institute  for  the  Liberal Professions)  at  the  University 
of Erlangen-NUrnberg.  According  to  an article  on  page  4  of  the 
April 1974  'Reichsbuntl',  the  central  organ  of  the  Reichsbun.d  der 
Kriegs- und  Zivilbesch~digten, Sozialrentner  und  Hinterbliebenen 
e.V.  (the  National  League  of  War  and  Civil Invalids,  Social  Insurance 
Pensioners and  Surviving  Dependent~,  a  recognized association)  reha-
bilitation costs  per  case  averaged  app_,oximately  DH  15  000;  in 
comparison,  the rehabilitation of  a  40-year  old  person with  2 
children  saves  pension  payments  amounting  to  around  DM  80  OCO  and 
permits  a  contribution  of about  DM  400  000  to  be  made  to  the  national 
product if the  disabled  person  resumes  work. 
As  part of  the  task of  coordination  in accordance  with  §  62  of the 
Arbeitsforderungsgesetz  (Promotion  of  Employment  Act),  the  Federal 
Minister  of  Labour  and  Social Affairs  conducts  coordination  dis-
cussions with all interested parties on  the  numbers  of places re-
quired and  places available  for  the  training or  retraining of 
handicapped adults and minors. 
27.2  Attention  may  be  drawn  at  this point  tQ  the  Federal  Government's 
action  programme  for  promoting  the  rehabilitation of  handicapped 
persons  (see  Annex  3).  With  the  passage  of  the  third law  amending 
the  Federal Social Assistance  Act  on  25  March  1974,  of  the  1aw 
extending  the  rights of severely  handicapped  persons  on  24  April 
1974  and  of  the  law  standardizing rehabilitation benefits  on 
7  August  1974,  together  with  the  tabling in  the  Bundestag  of  th~ till 
on  social  insurance  for  handicapped  persons  important  deman~s are 
already  in process  of being met  in practice. 
27.3  Research  programmes  are  sponsored  by  the  Federal  Governn1en t  ( t r.e 
Federal Ministry  of  Labour  and  Social Affairs  and  the  Federal 
Ministry  for  Youth,  Family  Affairs and  Health)  and  also  by  u:tiversi-
ties.  The  Deutsche  Forschungsgemeinschaft  (German  Research  Ass0~ia­
tion)  and  other  foundations  promoting researcn  should also  be 
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mentioned  here.  In addition,  the  rehabilitation institutions 
generally  conduct  their  own  independent  research projects. 
27.4.  There  are  no  specific institutions  for  training in rehabilitation 
work.  Instead,  knowledge  is acquired  during  training for  a  specialist 
field.  Consequently,  in  Germany  there is no  such  thing as  a  reha-
bilitation doctor  or specialist.  Under  the  heading  'the ecological 
field'  the  licensing regulations  for  doctors  (Approbationsordnung 
fUr  Aerzte)  stipulate  the  inclusion  in  the  second  part  of  the 
final  examination  for  doctors  in  training of  :  'Medical aspects 
of  the  rehabilitation of  handicapped  persons  involving medical, 
social,  educational and  professional  integration  and reintegration 
into society,  home,  school  and  work.'  Every  practising doctor 
constantly  faces  questions  connected  with rehabilitation.  Doctors 
keep  themselves  abreast  of  new  methods  in  this field by  attending 
refresher  courses. 
In  the  Order  relating  to  changes  in  the  training and  examination 
system  for  remedial  gymnasts,  rehabilitation is now  expressly  in-
cluded as  a  course  and  examination  subject.  The  situation in  the 
other  professions  which  are  primarily  concerned with medical  reha-
bilitation is as  follows  : 
There  are  no  Federal regulations  on  the  training of  occupational 
therapists  in  Germany.  However,  some  Lander,  e.g.  Bavaria,  Berlin, 
Hesse  and  Lower  Saxony  have  their  own  regulations.  Land  regulations 
governing  the  training of  speech  therapists exist  for  Berlin,  Hesse, 
Lower  Saxony,  North Rhine-Westphalia,  Rhineland Palatinate and 
Bavaria,  amongst  others.  The  occupation  of prosthetic  technician 
- artificial limb  (orthotic  device)  maker  - is classified among 
the  crafts in  Germany. 
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Under  the  present  discussions  on  the reorganization  of  training 
for  nurses  a  review is being  conducted  to  assess  to  what  extent 
rehabilitation training can  be  incorporated  directly into  the 
curriculum of  schools of nursing.  This also  applies  to  parish 
nurses  (Gemeindeschwestern). 
Major  changes  are  currently taking place  in  the  training of social 
workers  or  counsellors  who  are  employed principally in social wel-
fare  offices  (offices of  the  municipal authorities),  but also  in 
the  independent associations  and  even  in  the  institutions responsible 
for  rehabilitation.  Whereas  this training was  previously  given  in 
'Hohere  Fachschulen'  (advanced  technical schools),  it will  in  future 
be  conducted  in  'Fachhochschulen'  (technical universities),  thus 
coming  within  the university sphere.  The  existing channels  of aid 
are  dealt  with  under  individual subject  heads  such as  psychology, 
pedagogics,  sociology and  also  hygiene  and  pathology.  In addition, 
further  training courses  for  social workers  or  counsellors are  being 
intensified.  Courses  of this  type  are  conducted  in  three spheres; 
regional and  municipal  further  training courses  for  which  the  Lander 
and  the municipalities are  responsible,  further  training courses 
restricted to  their associations  conducted  by  the  private  employing 
institutions and  courses,  some  of  which  are  long-term,  in  central 
institutes of  further  training supported  by  the  Federal  Government. 
All  interested parties attach great  importance  to  training in reha-
bilitation for  doctors,  psychologists and  other specialists. 
Developments  in  this field  show  no  signs  of  slowing-up. 
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27.5  Initial and  further  training of rehabilitation specialists 
The  first attempt  to  implement  a  common  programme  of initial and 
further  training for all specialists in rehabilitation was  made  at 
the  request  of  the  Federal Ministry  of  Labour  and Social Affairs.  In 
collaboration with  the  Federal Ministry of  Labour,  the  Beratungs-
stelle  fUr  Rehabilitationseinrichtungen bei  der Stiftung Rehabilita-
tion  (Advisory  Centre  for  Rehabilitation  Establishments  of  the  Reha-
bilitation Foundation)  in  Heidelberg  has  developed  a  new  teaching 
method,  the  "Grundseminar"  (basic  seminar),  to  be  used  in  the  general 
further  training of specialists from  all fields  of rehabilitation and 
to assist  in bringing specialists up  to  date  with  changing  circums-
tances  and  demands.  In  these  seminars,  which  were  initiated in 1969 
and  continued  in  1970,  1971,  1972,  1973  and  1974  in  view  of  the 
considerable  general  interest,  the  participants are  given  an  overall 
survey  of all aspects  of rehabilitation and  acquainted with  new 
developments  and  of  the  effects of  economic  and  technical changes 
on  rehabilitation,  and  they are  shown  how  all the  specialist depart-
ments  cooperate as  a  team  in  a  rehabilitation establishment.  The 
programme  of  the  seminars  envisage~ a  list of  topics  ranging  from 
a  basic  paper  on  questions  and  methods  of  professional  and  social 
integration,  rehabilitation medicine,  the  preparation  for  integration 
and  social assistance,  to  problems  of rehabilitation psychology,  job 
placement  and  testing of  work  suitability.  The  knowledge  communicated 
in  the  seminars  is  certain  to  be  widely  disseminated  in  view  of  the 
fact  that  the  participants are  drawn  from  specialist fields  in  pension 
and  accident  insurance,  from  social welfare  agencies  and  rehabilita-
tion  establishments,  clinics and  hospitals and  more  recently  from 
the  statutory sickness  insurance  institutions. 
Advanced  seminars  for  specialised areas  of rehabilitation,  e.g.  for 
doctors,  educationalists,  psychologists  and  social workers,  have  been 
running since  1973.  Further  basic  and advanced  seminars  are  planned 
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for  1975. 
27.6  Various  systems  of  documentation  covering certain sub-sectors are 
already being set  up  by  the rehabilitation institutions.  This  docu-
mentation,  which  has  been built  up  in various  centres,  is used 
mostly  for  practical purposes.  It is not  to  be  replaced  by  an  over-
all system  of  documentation. 
The  Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft  fUr  Rehabilitation  (Federal  ~orking 
Party  on  Rehabilitation)  is working  towards  documentation  on  an 
institutional basis.  Consultations  on  the  developmerit  of  a  documen-
tation  system are  currently  taking place  with  the Minister of 
Labour,  Health and Social  Affairs of North  Rhine-Westphalia  and 
the  Institut  fUr  Dokumentation  und  Information  tiber  Sozialmedizin 
und  offentliches Gesundheitswesen  (Institute for  Documentation  and 
Information  on Social Medicine  and  Public  Health)  in Bielefeld, 
which  comes  under  him.  They  are  to  cover  the  entire field  of re-
habilitation,  with particular reference  to  medical,  professional, 
social and  educational questions.  The  objective of  the  work,  which 
will  take  the  form  of  a  bibl  j_ographical  documentation,  is to  create 
the scientific  documentation  at  present  lacking and  to  provide  an 
overall view  of all fields  of rehabilitation. 
Institute  for  Documentation  and  Information  on  Social Medicine 
and  Public  Health  in Bielefeld;  Federal  Labour  Office. 
In addition,  the Rehabilitation  Foundation is creating a  specific 
bibliographical  documentation  in  conjunction  with "Rehabilita-
tion  International"  (ISRD- based  in  New  York).  The  information 
service  of "Rehabilitation  International"  has  been  at  the  Rebc~'bili­
tation  Foundation  since  the start of 1973.  At  present  a  proje~t in 
the  field of bibliographical  documentation  is being  carried out 
which  should  be  completed  in  1975. 
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27.7  The  Rehabilitation  Foundation  in  Heidelberg is currently supporting 
the  Forschungszentrum  fUr  Rehabilitation,  Pravention  und  berufliche 
Bildung  (Research  Centre  for  Rehabilitation,  Prevention  and  Vocational 
Training). 
The  Centre  ic  concerned with research,  development  and  teaching  in 
the  field  of  the  social and  occupational  integration  of  handicapped 
persons.  ~bout 90  scientific assistants are  working  in conjunction 
with  a  larger  number  of vocational  experts  and  educationalists  from 
the  ?oundation,  who  are  divided  into  project  groups. 
The  following  problems  are  currently  being  tackled  : 
- The  research,  development  and  continuous  updating  of  a  modern 
technology  of  communication  media  to meet  the  high  demands  by 
vocational and  academic  training of  handicapped persons;  it must 
be  appropriate  for  use  in  largely  individualized and  automated 
teaching and  learning systems  and  suitable  for  the  implementation 
of media-based curricula. 
This is based  on 
a)  Programmes  of study  in  book  form 
b)  Programmes· of  study  for  computer-aided  instruction 
c)  ether audio-visual  study aids  (e.g.  closed-circuit  television, 
etc.) 
- Development  of  programmed  and  computer-aided  examination methods 
for  the  vocational  training of handicapped  persons. 
- Development  of  a  television-based teaching  system  for  the  voca-
tional and  academic  training of  handicapped  persons  in rehabilita-
tion establishments. 
- Development  and  continuous  up-dating of syllabuses with specific 
objectives  for  the  vocational  training of  handicapped persons  and 
the  development  of additional vocational  and  general  training 
programmes  for  rehabilitation  establishments. 
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Research  and  development  in  the  field  of  technical  integration aids 
for  handicapped  persons. 
- Planning and  development  of media-controlled learning  systems  for 
university levels at the  Rehabilitation  Foundation  and  for  centrally 
placed universities  in  Germany. 
- Planning  and  development  of an  educatioral  system  to  cover  the  entire 
spectrum  of  general  and  vocational  training  for  handicapped  persons. 
- Ongoing  and  basic  research  in  academic  and  vocational  education  of 
children and  young  people. 
- Development  of  a  central information  system  for  rehabilitation 
establishments. 
Research  and  development  in  the  sociological sphere  (evaluation  of 
results,  special categories  of  handicapped persons,  older  handicapped 
persons,  handicapped  women  and  girls,  social  and  community  integra-
tion assistance). 
Research  and  development  in  the  psychological  sphere  (diagnosis  and 
therapy,  social and  community  integration assistance). 
Research,  development  and application  of methods  for  humanizing 
the  working  environment  and  improving  the  social  environment. 
The  Centre  currently offers  the  following research  fields with  a 
practical bias  : 
lst research  field  Rehabilitation  pedagogics  and  vocational  training 
research 
2nd research  field  In  formation 
3rd research field  Rehabilitation psychology 
4th research field  Rehabilitation sociology 
5th research  field  Rehabilitation  technology  (technical rehabilitation 
aids) 
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In addition  the Rehabilitation Foundation  houses  the  Forschungszentrum 
fUr  Rehabilitationsmedizin  (Research Centre  for Rehabilitation Medicine). 
The  objective of  this Centre,  acting in close  cooperation  with  ~he 
medical  faculties  of  Heidelberg University,  is  to  determine,  develop 
and  consolidate  the  tasks,  objectives and  methods  of rehabilitation 
medicine  and  also  to  promote  the  preliminary  and  further  training of 
doctors  and  of specialist medical  workers  other  than  doctors. 
The  following  research fields  of  the  Centre  are  either well  established, 
or at  the  initial or  planning  stages 
1st research field 
2nd research field 
3rd research  field 
4th research field 
5th research  field 
6th research  field 
7th research  field 
8th research field 
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General  rehabilitation medicine 
Organization  and  methodology  of rehabilitation 
medicine 
Applied rehabilitation medicine,  special field 
orthopaedics/traumatology 
Applied  rehabilitation medicine,  special field 
internal medicine 
Applied rehabilitation medicine,  special field 
blood  disorders 
Applied rehabilitation medicine  for  handicapped 
children and  young  persons 
Applied rehabilitation medicine,  special field 
neurology 
Applied rehabilitation medicine,  special  field 
social psychiatry 4055/74  e 
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REHABILITATION  IN  THE 
NETHERLANDS - 73  -
This  study represents  an  attempt  to  collate  the  most  significant data 
on  rehabilitation in  the  Netherlands.  In  order  to obtain results 
comparable  with  those  from  other Member  States,  the  survey  was  based  on 
the  question  format  of Doc.  No.  1302/2/71  of  the  Commission  of the 
European  Communities. 
Detailed answers  to several questions  were  not  included as reference 
could  be  made  to relevant appended material.  In  the  absence  of reliable 
data,  it was  not  possible  to  answer  a  number  of questions  which  were 
consequently omitted  from  this  document. 
Part  I  Summary  of the legal aspects and  of the available statistical data 
11  Definition of  the  concept  of  "handicapped" 
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Although  there  is in  existence an  Act  of  1  April 1947 
concerning the  employment  of handicapped workers,  the  concept 
of "handicapped"  is not  defined  under  the  Netherlands legis-
lation.  In  Article 1, Section  1  of this Act  "handicapped 
workers'·'  are  defined as  follows  :  "For  the  purposes  of  this 
Act,  "handicapped  workers"  shall mean  persons  whose  ability to 
provide  for  themselves  through  employment  is substantially 
impaired as  a  result  of mental  or  physical  handicaps,  suffering 
or abnormalities.  In  any  event,  "handicapped workers"  shall 
include  former  military  and  other  persons  in receipt  of  a 
pension,  or assistance  equivalent  to  a  pension,  from  the 
responsible authorities,  as  a  result of a  mental  or  physical 
handicap,  ailment  or  abnormality  which  is assumed  to  have 
occurred  in conjunction  with military service  or  the resistance 
movement  inside  or  outside  the  realm  of  the  Netherlands  in 
Europe." - 74  -
In  the  Netherlands  there is no  pressing need  for  a  definition 
of  the  concept  of  "handicapped".  The  legislation establishing 
the  handicapped person's right  to rehabilitation also  describes 
the  context  within  which  that right  can  be  asserted.  For  example, 
the  Disablement  Insurance  Act  (WAO)  defines  disablement  without 
elucidating the  concept  of "handicapped";  the  Social  Employment 
Act  (NS~) sets out  the  entitlement  to  sheltered  employment  of 
persons  who  experience  considerable  difficulty in  finding  normal 
employment.  The  latter Act  applies  to  handicapped  persons  and  also 
to  older workers  from  dying  occupations  who  can  no  longer  be 
retrained. 
Appendix  1  contains  in  Dutch  and  German  the  text  of  the  Act  of 
1  August  1947  on  the  employment  of  handicapped  workers. 
12  Organisation of rehabilitation 
Most  aid  provided  for  the  promotion  of rehabilitation or  for 
individual assistance is normally  based  on  statutory regulations. 
This  work  is frequently  taken  over  by  private  institutions.  These 
private  bodies  or  institutions are  entitled to  receive  contribu-
tions  from  funds  which  have  been raised under  legislative pro-
visions,  for  example,  from  the  funds  of  sickness  insurance  insti-
tutions  or  from  moneys  raised under  the  Disablement  Insurance  Act 
(~AO);  alternatively these  bodies  and  institutions are  entitled 
to  receive sufficient subsidies  from  public  funds  to  enable 
them  to  provide  assistance  in  accordance  with  current requirements. 
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In  such  cases  the  public authorities normally appear  only  in  a 
secondary role. 
The  'social workshops',  in which  handicapped  persons  are  given  employ-
ment,  constitute  an  exception  to  this.  These  social workshops  are 
generally  financed  by  the  public authorities,  the  responsibility  for 
them  in most  cases  devolving  on  the municipalities. 
Appendix  2  contains a  survey  in  Dutch  and  German  of  the  organization 
of rehabilitation in  the  Netherlands,  which  includes  an  outline of the 
particular areas  of responsibility.  It is evident  from  this that 
medical  treatment  clearly lies within  the  jurisdiction of the  sickness 
insurance  institutions. 
The  sickness  insurance  institutions are  also responsible  for  medical 
rehabilitation.  The  particular entitlement and  benefits  of  insured 
persons are  laid  down  in  the  Sickness  Insurance  Institutions Act.  It 
should  be  noted  that in very  many  cases  technical aids are  also  pro-
vided  by  the  sickness  insurance  institutions.  The  period of responsi-
bility of  the  sickness  insurance  institutions is unlimited;  in  the  case 
of  continuous  hospitalization or  nursing-home  care,  however,  it is 
restricted to  one  year after  the  circumstance resulting in  'handicap' 
or  'illness'.  Thereafter  the  General  Act  in respect  of Special  Health 
Charges  (AaBZ)  applies. 
Psychological aptitude  tests are  usually  carried out  if there  is evi-
dence  of  the  need  for  further  rehabilitation assistance,  particularly 
in  the  occupational  field.  This  comes  within  the  scope  of  the  labour 
exchanges  which  have  recourse  to  the  'Gemeenschappelijke  Medische 
Dienst'  (Common  f.'ledical  Service)  (GMD))  and  other  psychological re-
search institutes.  Attention is  drawn  to  the  explanations  given  in 
comments  C,  D  and  E  of  the  Appendix,  with regard  to  the  structure  of 
education  for  handicapped  children.  Later  in this study  we  shall return 
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to  these  different  types  of school.  Nith regard  to  the  vocational 
training of  handicapped  persons,  attention is drawn  to  comments  F,  G 
and  H.  Vocational  training of  handicapped persons is followed  by  place-
ment  via  the  labour  exchanges.  Supplements  to  Appendix  2  are enclosed. 
The  ~osition pertaining to  the  costs  of rehabilitation is as  follows  : 
A  Cost  of medical rehabilitation,  borne  by  the  sickness  insurance  fund; 
(details currently  being ascertained  by  the  Netherlands  sickness 
insurance  institutions). 
B  In  1973,  Fl 158  million  of  puLlic  funds  were  provided  for rehabilita-
tion  in  the  broadest  sense,  of  which 
Fl  16.5 million  came  from  the  budget  of  the Ministry  of Culture,  Re-
creation and  Social Welfare,  to  be  used  principally 
for  social rehabilitation. 
Fl 1378  million  came  from  the  budget  of  the  same  ministry,  under  the 
general Social Assistance  Act  (  ABW),  Art.  11,  (TRM 
Section  I  and  II) 
Fl  4.0 million  came  from  the  budget  of  the Ministry  of Health. 
These  figures  do  not  include  the medical rehabilitation measures 
which  are  entered  under  A.  In addition,  a  further  Fl  600  million 
were  expended  on  the  social  workshops.  Expenditure  from  private 
sources  amounted  for  1973  to  Fl  (details of this  amount  are  also 
being ascertained). 
As  the  cost  of rehabilitation is largely borne  by  bodies  set up  by  Act 
of  Parliament,  and  because  of  the  existence  in  the  Netherlands  of  a 
general Social Assistance  Act  (ABW)  in addition  to  the  social insurance 
Acts,  the  direct  contribution  to  rehabilitation  from  public  funds  is 
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relatively small.  All  wage  earners  are  covered  by  the  Disablement 
Insurance  Fund  (WAO)  and  any  persons  who  have  undergone  a  period 
of hospitalization or nursing-home  care  of more  than  one  year  are 
entitled to  this  treatment  and  care  under  the  General  Act  in respect 
of Special Health  Charges  (AWBZ);  wherever  there is no  entitlement 
to benefits under  these  Acts,  each resident  of  the  Netherlands 
may  apply  to  his municipality if he  is unable  to  earn  his  living 
without  assistance.  Under  these  Acts,  assistance  is in many  cases 
forthcoming  from  private bodies,  whereas  the  institutions and 
organizations  named  above  and  the municipalities are liable for 
the  cost  of  this assistance.  This  assistance  does  not  appear  in  the 
statistics as  assistance  for  handicapped  persons  because it was 
given  under  the  general legislation which  applies  to  every  citizen 
in  the  Netherlands. 
13  Statistical data 
No  answer  can  be  given  to  13.1,  13.2 and  13.4 as  there  are  no 
relevant reliable  figures.  The  number  of  handicapped persons 
seeking  employment  was  approximately  15  000 at  the  end  of 1973. 
This  figure  was  supplied by  the  Directorate General  of  Employment 
of  the  Ministry  of Social Affairs. 
However,  this  figure  represents  only  the  numbers  of  handicapped 
men  and  women  who  were  registered with  the  labour  exchanges  at 
the  end  of 1973  as  seeking  employment.  The  actual total is many 
times  higher. 
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14  Legislation  on  compensation 
The  relevant  Acts  are  summarized  in  Appendix  3a.  This  is in  the 
form  of  an  expose  of  the  German  and  Netherlands social  insurance 
schemes,  published  by  the  Euregio-Mozer  Commission. 
14.1  A  Sickness  Insurance  Act  of 5  June  1913,  with  amendments  and 
supplementary  clauses. 
B  Sickness  Insurance  Institution  Act  of  15  Cctober  1964,  with 
amendments  and  supplementary  clauses. 
C  Act  relating to  General  Insurance  for  Special Health Charges 
(ANBZ)  of 14  December  1967,  with  amendments  and  supplementary 
clauses. 
D  Disablement  Insurance  Act  (WAO)  of  1?  February  1966,  with  amend-
ments  and  supplementary  clauses. 
E  Social  Employment  Act  (WSW)  of 
F  General Civil Pensions  Act  (Algemene  Burgelijk Pensioenswet/ABPW) 
of 
The  latter Act  deals  partly with  disablement  insurance  for  offi-
cials and  civil servants. 
14.2  A  ~ar  Victims  Act.  Refer  to  Appendix  3b,  index  number  117.01 
(the  Council  of  Europe's list of rehabilitation legislation,  in 
English). 
B  General Social  Assistance  Act  (ABW)  of 
The  Act  relating  to  General  Insurance  for  Special Health  Charges 
also applies  whenever  the assistance  provided  by  contributory 
insurance  funds  is unsufficient.  Supplementary benefits  can  then  be 
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claimed  under  the  General Social Assistance  Act. 
15  Legislation  on  rehabilitation 
15.1  Normal  therapeutic  assistance 
This  assistance  is provided  under  the Sickness  Insurance  Institution 
Act  or  under  the  AWBZ  (Algemene  ~et Bijzondere  Ziektekosten,  i.e. 
General  Act  in respect  of Special  Health Charges).  The  Sickness 
Insurance  Institution  Act  applies  for  one  year  from  the  commence-
ment  of illness and  covers  persons  whose  income  lies within  the 
earnings  limit.  The  limit  of  one  year  on  validity applies  only 
to hospitalization,  after which  time  the  AWBIJ  comes  into  force.  The 
earnings limit is regularly adjusted to  changing  circumstances. 
Persons  not  covered  by  the  Sickness  Insurance  Institution  Act  are 
covered  for  therapeutic  assistance  by  private  insurance  schemes. 
However,  the  AWBZ  and  the  WAO,  Art.  60  (see  p.  5,  14.1)  also 
apply  to  this section  of  the  population after  one  year. 
15.2  ~edical assistance  for  rehabilitation. 
The  comments  under  15.1 also  apply  in  this  context. 
15.3  Provision  of artificial limbs  and appliances. 
The  comments  under  item 15.1 also  apply  in  this context. 
15.4  Occupational guidance. 
This service  is provided  in  the  main  by  the  specialist departments 
of  the  labour  exchanges.  Nhere  vocational  counselling is given  in 
rehabilitation  centres it is provided as  part of  the  multidisci-
plinary  treatment  followed  in  each  case. 
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15.5  Occupational  training. 
For  occupational  training refer  to  Appendix  2.  In the section 
on  specialist training relevant  comments  are  included under  F,  G 
and  H.  The  legal basis  for  vocational  training as  an  element  in 
rehabilitation is provided  by  the  Disablement  Insurance  Act  (WAO). 
The  training of adults,  including handicapped adults,  is primarily 
the  responsibility of  the  Directorate General  of  Employment  of  the 
Ministry  of Social Affairs  (see also  Appendices  Za  and  2b). 
15.6  Occupational rehabilitation. 
For  the  concept  of  "occupational rehabilitation",  reference  should 
first  be  made  to  the  comments  under  15.5.  If,  however,  the  concept 
of "occupational rehabilitatiob" is restricted to  the  occupational 
rehabilitation of  handicapped persons,  a  range  of other possibili-
ties arises.  Reference  should  in this case  be  made  to  comment  B in 
Appendix  2.  Furthermore,  it should  be  pointed out  that  certain 
assistance  provided  in  the  "social workshops"  may  be  viewed as  occu-
pational rehabilitation assistance if it entails the  application 
of  the  principle  of free  change  of occupation,  under  which  handi-
capped  persons  can  be  reintegrated following  a  period  of  training 
(see also  Appendices  2a  and  2b). 
A  distinction must  of  course  be  observed  between  the rehabilitation 
of  young  persons  and  the rehabilitation of adults  who  have  incurred 
a  handicap  during  their  working life.  The  attempt  is made  to  give 
young persons  their occupational  training together with non-handi-
capped  persons,  and  where  this  proves  impossible,  a  range  of  occu-
pational training facilities restricted to  handicapped  persons 
(special centres)  is available. 
15.7  Placement 
Placement  is in principle  the responsibility of the  labour  exchange 
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and  is usually effected by  the  responsible  labour  exchange  acting 
in  consultation with  the  Common  Medical Service  (GMD). 
15.8  If employment  cannot  be  found  on  the  open  labour market  the  normal 
procedure is  to  attempt  to  secure  employment  in a  social workshop 
(sheltered workshop). 
Part  II  Systematized study 
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21  Handicapped  children 
21.1  The  extensive antenatal and  postnatal care  programmes  in  the 
Netherlands  facilitate  prompt  detection  of handicaps  and  the  taking 
of appropriate steps.  Expert  opinion  consulted  was  unanimous  that 
90 % of newborn  children  and  infants  were  covered  by  this method. 
The  programme  is voluntary  and  comprises  three different  phases  : 
a)  Antenatal  care  (examinations  during  pregnancy), 
b)  Perinatal care, 
c)  Postnatal care. 
In  the Netherlands,  examinations  during  pregnancy  are  normally 
carried out  by  the  general practitioners  who  have  all received 
appropriate  training.  Postnatal care is administered  through 
"baby  clinics"  composed  of suitable specialists  (doctors,  nursing 
staff,  paediatricians,  etc.).  Infants  and  very  young  children are 
examined at regular  intervals  in  these  clinics. This  system - 82  -
results  in  the  detection  in  early childhood,  or  even  shortly after 
birth,  of any  handicaps,  and  enables  the  taking of appropriate 
corrective  measures.  A  second  stage  in  the  detection of handicaps 
amongst  children  occurs  with  the  commencement  of attendance at 
school.  All  children not  already  examined  under  the  programmes  men-
tioned above  are  covered  by  examination at  this stage.  Commencement 
of  schooling therefore  provides  the  only  legally stipulated opportu-
nity  for  the  detection  of handicaps  amongst  children. 
21.2  The  basic  principle is that  handicapped  children should  be  integrated 
into  the  normal  school  system as  far  as  possible.  Attendance at  a 
special school  is determined  exclusively  on  the  grounds  of the 
degree  of  the  handicap.  This  decision is taken  by  an  approval  com-
mittee  consisting of specialists.  The  Netherlands  has  a  wide  variety 
of special schools. 
21.3  Appendix  4  contains  a  survey  of  the  school  facilities  for  handicapped 
children  in  the  Netherlands.  School  studies  may  be  continued to  a 
higher level at St.  Maartens-Kliniek  in  Nijmegen  and  at  the rehabili-
tation centre  of  "Heliomare"  in  ·~iijk  aan  Zee.  Schools  and  school 
facilities  for  handicapped  persons  come  under  the  relevant ministry 
in  The  Hague  (Ministerie  van  Onderwijs  en  Wetenschappen/Ministry 
of  Education  and Science). 
22  Rehabilitation and  employment  of  handicapped  persons 
22.1  The  concept  of "functional  or  occupational rehabilitation centre" 
is not  defined  by  law. 
There  is a  list of rehabilitation centres in  the Netherlands  (on 
this  point  see  Appendix 5). 
22.2  A  new  act  concerning  the  promotion  of rehabilitation work  in  hospi-
tals is currently  being  drafted in  the  Netherlands. 
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In  the  Netherlands  there are  a  number  of hospitals with  a  reha-
bilitation department.  These  are  general  hospitals which  have 
specialist  departments  for  physiotherapy,  sometimes  ergotherapy 
and  speech  therapy,  and  some  of which  also  have  a  social welfare 
department.  In  addition,  there are  a  number  of  larger hospitals 
with  rudimentary rehabilitation  departments.  In  general,  the 
rehabilitation centres and  hospitals  function  independently of  each 
other.  Appendix  6  contains  a  survey  of  the  hospitals or  special 
clinics where  rehabilitation  work  is undertaken. 
As  a  rule,  rehabilitation centres  in  the  Netherlands  are  viewed 
as  hospitals.  Transfer  from  a  hospital  to  a  rehabilitation centre 
is therefore  normal  practice. 
22.3  If a  handicapped  person  is obliged  to  seek  a  new  occupation,  voca-
tional counselling,  the  selection of  a  job  and  also  occupational 
retraining can  be  conducted in  the  first  instance  using  the  faci-
lities provided  for all adults.  This  applies  particularly to  the 
guidance  offered by  the  specialist  departments  of  the  Labour  Ex-
changes;  it is  intended  for all adults,  handicapped  and  non-handi-
capped alike.  Training  of  handicapped  persons  in  the  Netherlands 
may  take  place  : 
a)  in  centres  for  the  specialist training of adult workers; 
b)  within  a  particular enterprise; 
c)  in apprenticeship schemes  for  which  study  and  other  costs are 
met  (Hegulation  Governing  Study  Costs); 
d)  in special  establishments  for  the  handicapped. 
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In  the  Netherlands  such  establishments  only  exist  for  young 
people.  There  are almost  no  special facilities  for  the  training 
of  handicapped adults. - 84  -
e)  In  addition,  it is possible  to  follow  any  of  the  normal  avenues 
of  training  open  to  non-handicapped  persons.  However,  this 
solution is not  feasible  for  many  severely  handicapped  persons, 
despite  the  existence  of generous  financial  arrangements,  in-
cluding continued  payment  of disability  pension  during  training. 
The  last available  method  of occupational  training is training 
in  new  skills or  adaptations  in  a  sheltered  workshop,  also  known 
as  a  'social workshop'.  All  social  workshops  in  the  Netherlands 
are  based  on  the  principle  of  free  transfer.  It must  be  the  abiding 
objective  of  any  workshop  to train  or retrain the  handicapped  person 
in  such  a  way  that  he  can  be  reintegrated into  the  open  labour 
market,  and  thus  into  society,  whenever  possible.  In  the  view  of 
the  specialists involved,  this principle  has  hitherto  been  of rela-
tively slight  importance  in  terms  of  numbers. 
22.L~  As  indicated,  there  are  at present  no  special  centres  in  the  Nether-
lands  for  the  occupational  training of  handicapped adults.  The.  ex-
ceptions  in  the  case  of  handicapped  young  persons  mentioned  above 
are basically concerned  with  training for  the  same  occupations  as 
in  training institutes  for  the  non-handicapped.  Allowance  is of 
course  made  for  the  capacities  and  potential of  the  handicapped 
person.  Planning is in  hand  with  the  objective of adapting the 
system  used  in  Heidelberg,  for  instance,  to  the  Netherlands. 
22.5  Under  the  Disablement  Insurance  Act  (WAO),  i.e.  normally not 
until 52  weeks  after the  occurrence  of  the  illness/handicap,  a 
decision  on  the  possibility of  taking  up  a  new  occupation  is 
taken  by  the  GMD  in cooperation  with  the  Directorate  General  of 
Employment.  Under  the  Sickness  Act  (ziektewet),  the  insurance  doctor 
decides  on  the  need  for  or  benefit  to  be  expected  from  a  change 
of  occupation.  In  such  cases,  the  insurance  doctor  reports  to 
the  Common  Medical  Service  (GMD).  The  GMD,  in  consultation with 
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the  Directorate General  of  Employment  of  the Ministry  of Social 
Affairs,  then  takes  the  necessary steps.  The  Directorate  General 
of  Employment  has  the  labour  exchange  structure at its disposal, 
since  in  the  Netherlands  the  labour  exchanges  come  under  the 
Directorate General  of  Employment. 
22.6  Sole  responsibility for  the  placement  of handicapped  persons lies 
with  the  labour  exchanges.  Responsibility  for  determining whether 
any  adjustments are  required after  the  resumption  of  employment 
is also shared by  the relevant  labour  exchange  and  the  GMD.  Article 
60  of  the  Disablement  Pensions  Act  (WAO)  stipulates the assistance 
to  which  the  handicapped  person is entitled in  specific cases. 
However,  this  Act  applies exclusively  to  the  categories  of  wage 
or  salary earners.  The  relevant  legislation  for  persons  with  no 
income  is  the  General  Social  Assistance  Act  (=  Alg.  Bijstands Wet). 
Under  this Act,  the latter group are  covered  by  the  'TRM  Regulation' 
(Tijdelijke Rijksgroepsregeling Mindervaliden/Temporary  Government 
Regulation  on  Disabled Persons).  Section  2  of  the  TRM  Regulation 
gives details of  the  special assistance available  to  this group. 
23  Placement  on  the  open  labour ·market 
23.1  In  the Netherlands  there is no  legislation  to  prevent  an  employer 
from  refusing to  employ  handicapped  persons.  Therefore,  employers 
are  perfectly at liberty  to  refuse  employment  to  handicapped  persons. 
In  a  case  of  this nature,  the  presence  of  a  handicap  could  be  a 
sufficient reason  for refusing  to offer  employment,  although  this 
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would  certainly not  be  stated quite  as  bluntly. 
23.2  Enterprises  employing  20  or  more  persons  are  obliged to  ensure  that 
handicapped  persons  make  up  2%  of  their workforce.  This  obligation 
applies  to  the  private sector  and  also  to  the  public  sector.  In  the 
opinion  of  experts,  however,  this regulation is not  very relevant 
in  practice. 
23.3  A variety of measures  are  being  implemented  to  integrate handi-
capped  persons  into  the  working  process  to  the  fullest  possible 
extent.  These  of  course  include  modification  of workplaces  to 
suit  handicapped  persons,  educating employers  and retraining and 
further  training of  handicapped  persons.  These  services are 
provided by  the  Directorate  General  of  Employment  of  the Ministry 
of 3ocial Affairs,  if the  services  come  within  the  provisions  of 
the  Disablement  Insurance  Act  (WAO). 
23.4  In  the  Netherlands  there  is  a  foundation  which  for  about  the  past 
two  years  has  been  concerned  with securing part-time  employment 
for  handicapped  persons.  This  foundation  is based  in  Arnhem,  and 
the  public  and  private sectors  cooperate  together  in its activity. 
The  foundation  is known  as  : 
3tichting Uitzendbureau  Gehandicapten 
Arnhem  (SUGA). 
The  objective  of  this Foundation is  to  convince  employers  by 
experience  of  the  potential of  handicapped  persons.  To  achieve 
this,  the  foundation  avails itself of  the  specialist services  of 
the  labour  exchanges. 
In  addition,  part-time  work  is always  possible  for  those  who  are 
employed  in  a  social  workshop.  Part-time  employment  in  other 
enterprises  can  be  made  possible  through  the  payment  of  supplement-
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ary  financial benefits under  the  Disablement  Insurance  Act  (WAO) 
or  under  the  General Social  Assistance  Act  (ABW). 
24  ~mployment in  a  sheltered environment 
24.1  The  Social  Employment  Act  (Wet  Sociale  Werkvoorziening/WSW)  regu-
lates  the  employment  of handicapped  pe~·sons for  whom  integration 
into  the  free  labour market  is temporarily,  provisionally or  de-
finitely impossible.  A network  of sheltered workshops  exists  to 
provide  employment  for  these  handicapped  persons.  Overall responsi-
bility for  the  wor~shops is normally  borne  by  the public authori-
ties,  the  local municipalities being in most  cases responsible  for 
the  establishments.  It should  be  added  that  the  workshops are  not 
open  exclusively  to  handicapped  persons  but  to all persons  who, 
because  of  some  circumstance  or·other,  experience  difficulty in 
finding  a  job  on  the  free  labour market. 
24.2  There  are  in  the  Netherlands approximately  180 sheltered  workshops 
(social workshops)  with around  50  000  places.  Their  industrial 
orientation varies greatly and  depends  on  the  demand  situation  on 
the  free  market.  The  vast majority of social  workshops  receive 
orders  of different  types  from  the  free  market.  The  industrial 
orientation of  a  workshop also varies  with its geographical situa-
tion  and  the  industrial character  of  the  region.  Only  a  very  small 
proportion  engage  in  independent  production,  which  then  depends 
normally  on  the  labour  market  situation of  the  region. 
24.3  Hardly  any  of the  social  workshops  are  self-funding.  75-90%  of 
the  wages bill is borne  from  public  funds. 
It should  be  noted ·that  the  wages  bill is not  met  by  the  munici-
pality,  but  by  public  funds  on  a  national basis.  In addition, 
50  % of the  cost  of  the  installations is also  borne  out  of public 
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funds  at national level;  everything else is  financed  from  public 
funds  at  a  lower  level  (municipality level). 
21+.4  In  general  the  social workshops  are  almost  exclusively  concerned with 
production.  The  sale  of their  products is normally  undertaken  by 
other  bodies  and  institutions. 
The  efforts of  the  social workshops  are  in  the  main  directed  towards 
finding  the  most  suitable  jobs  in  terms  of the  individual potential 
of  persons  requiring sheltered employment.  In practice,  the  easiest 
solution is therefore  to  accept  commission  orders  for  work  from 
entervrises  or private  institutions.  The  social  workshops  normally 
have  a  department  which  obtains  these  orders.  Since,  as  just 
mentioned,  this generally  involves  commission  orders,  there is no 
need  for sales machinery. 
24.5  The  social  workshops  normally  only  offer  employment,  without  acco-
modation  facilities.  The  provision  of  accomodation is only  possible 
in a  few  special cases. 
25  Social rehabilitation of  handicapped  persons 
25.1  For  question  25.1  refer  to  Appendix  7.  It  may  be  added  that  as  a 
rule,  no  construction standards which  make  special allowance  for 
therequirements  of handicapped  persons are  laid  down  for  the 
construction of  dwelling accomodation.  However,  financial assistance 
can  be  obtained  from  public  funds,  in  this  case  from  the Ministry 
of  Housing  and  Town  and  Country  Planning. 
25.2  There  are  no  provisions  or  acts  in  the  Netherlands  conferring 
priority  in  particular  cases  of handicap  in  the  allocation of 
accomodation  that is modified and  adapted  for  handicapped  persons. 
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There is no  priority for  particular handicapped  groups. 
25.3  In  this  case  as  well,  there  are  no  construction  standards  or 
other requirements  for  public  means  of  transport  and  public 
buildings  with  regard  to  ease  of access  for  handicapped  persons. 
However,  there  are  a  number  of recommendations  which  have  been 
worked  out  by  various  organizations and  institutions and  which  have 
already  produced  considerable  improve~ents  :  on  this point  see 
Appendix  7. 
25.4  There  is a  range  of handicapped  persons'  aids,  for  motor  vehicles 
in particular,  which  are  common  throughout  the  Netherlands.  These 
aids  are  normally  financed  for  handicapped  persons  who,  because 
of  their handicap,  require  vehicles  on  which  they are  incorporated. 
In  Holland  there are  approximately  4  000  handicapped  persons  who 
have  the  use  of a  modified vehicle.  This  figure  is on  the  increase. 
Some  of  these  vehicles are  equipped  with particularly expensive 
devices,  the  cost  of  which  is sometimes  several  times  the  purchase 
price  of  the  vehicle itself.  Those  persons  who  are  unable  to  drive 
a  vehicle  themselves  are  entitled under  the  Disablement  Insurance 
Act  (WAO)  to  the  reimbursement  of  the  cost  of  a  certain number  of 
kilometres  by  taxi each year. 
25.5  At  the  present  time  an  interministerial working party set up  by 
the  government  is preparing recommendations  for  the ministries 
concerned with  the  aim  of promoting  the  integration of handicapped 
persons.  The  working  party's objective is that  these  recommenda-
tions  should be  incorporated into  the legislation. 
25.6  In  the Netherlands  a  range  of initiatives  have  been  taken  to 
promote  social rehabilitation.  These  cover  a  very  wide  area of 
social life.  On  this point  reference  should be  made  to  Appendices  8a 
and  8b,  (Open-air recreation)  and  to  Appendix  9  (Holiday  catalogue 
for  handicapped  persons  1974). 
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26  Artificial limbs  and  other  individual appliances 
There  are  no  reliable  data  for  this section,  particularly none 
which  could  be  used  in  answer  to  the  questions  in  the  form  given 
in  items  26.1  to  26.6;  consequently,  reference  should  be  made  to 
Appendix  10,  a  study  of amputations  and  provision  of artificial 
limbs  in  the  Netherlands  in 1969.  This  study  was  published  in 1973 
by  Dr  H.  BAKKER,  a  rehabilitation  doctor  (Source  :  Tijdschrift 
Soc.  Geneesk). 
The  specialist doctor  responsible  for  treatment  - in many  cases 
this is  the  rehabilitation  doctor  - assesses  the  need  for  a 
prothesis  and  also  the  type  required.  The  medical  and  technical 
departments  of  the  sickness  insurance  institutions assess  the 
element  of  the  cost  to  be  borne  by  the  institutions. 
In  the  Netherlands,  equipment,  appliances  and  technical aids  for 
handicapped  persons  qualify  for  VAT  at  a  special rate,  viz.  4% 
instead of  the  normal  16%. 
There  is no  formal  regulation  a~ to  who  is responsible  for  the 
supply  or  manufacture  of  orthop~edic devices  or  orthopaedic  foot-
wear.  In  practice,  however,  the  provision  of  such  items is dealt 
with entirely  by  the rehabilitation  centres  and  independent  ortho-
paedic  device  technicians  or  manufacturers  of  orthopaedic  footwear 
who  possess  the  appropriate  qualifications. 
27  General aspects 
27.3  The  Social  Employment  ~ct  (WSW)  regulates  the  employment  of handi-
capped  persons  who  can  no  longer  find  employment  on  the  open  labour 
market.  Consequently,  this Act  may  be  viewed  as  a  programme  for  the 
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rehabilitation and  employment  of this substantial group  of handi-
capped persons. 
The  Directorate  General  of  Employment  assumes  overall responsibility 
for  the  coordination of training,  retraining and  placement  of 
handicapped  persons.  This  Directorate  General  - along with many 
rehabilitation specialists in  the Netherlands  - favours  the  develop-
ment  in  this country  of genuine  adult  r~ccupational rehabilitation 
centres,  similar to  those  existing in other Member  States of the 
Community. 
27.4  There  is no  overall  coordination  of  the  training structure  for 
rehabilitation specialists in  the Netherlands.  As  regards  the  medical 
field,  lectures and special teaching sessions on  rehabilitation 
medicine  are  held at  some  academic  teaching hospitals.  In  addition, 
doctors  are  able  to qualify as  medical specialists in rehabilitation. 
This  is the  basis  for  the recognition of rehabilitation doctors  in 
the  Netherlands as  specialists.  The  training normally last  four 
years,  of which  two  years must  be  spent  in  a  rehabilitation centre. 
One  year must  be  spent  on  training in  internal and  rheumatic  medi-
cine  and  a  further  year  in  a  general hospital with  a  rehabilitation 
department.  There  are  no  specific training programmes  for  psycho-
logists and  other specialists who  are  involved  in rehabilitation. 
These specialists  follow  the  normal  training programmes. 
27.5  There  are  a  number  of initiatives in  the  Netherlands  designed  to 
raise  the  training level of specialists  involved  in rehabilitation, 
for  example  a  one-year  course  for  rehabilitation nursing staff.  In 
this  course,  the  teaching emphasis  is on  rehabilitation  in  its 
various  aspects  and  implications.  In addition,  there is a  range  of 
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interdisciplinary seminars  in  which  specialists  from  different 
fields  deal  with  the  problems  of rehabilitation in  greater depth. 
Long-term  planning  for  the  Netherlands also  envisage  the  setting 
up  of an  academy  for  rehabilitation specialists.  These  plans  are 
based  on  a  rehabilitation  centre  in  the  Netherlands  (the 
'Hoensbroeck'  rehabilitation  centre,  at Hoensbroeck). 
In  the  public sector,  the  Directorate  General  of  Employment  is 
responsible  for  the  training of specialists in  the  placement  of 
handicapped  persons. 
27.6  There  are  no  documentation  centres specializing in rehabilitation 
literature.  As  a  rule,  each  of  the  centres  carries out  documentation 
work  relevant  to  the  particula~ aspects  with  which  they are  in-
volved.  There  is no  comprehensive  documentation  centre  for  rehabili-
tation literature in  the  Netherlands. 
27.7  In  the Netherlands  there are  two  bodies particularly concerned 
with  the  development  of  teaching aids  for  rehabilitation instruc-
tion,  namely Philips Company  in  Eindhoven,  and  the  Polytechnic 
Institute  in  the  same  town. 
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GENERAL  CONCLUSICNS 
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The  first basic  conclusion  - and  the  examination  of rehabilitation 
problems  in  each  of  the  countries  has  clearly demonstrated  this  -
is that  the  varying  programmes  and  resources  of  the  two  countries 
provide  handicapped  persons  with  a  range  of opportunities  for  re-
habilitation.  Both  countries  have  the  same  objective,  viz:  the  inte-
gration of the  handicapped  person  into society,  the  concept  of ''inte-
gration''  being  taken  in its widest  sense. 
The  nature  and  degree  of  handicaps  and  the  particular situation of 
individual  handicapped  persons  call  for  the  variety of  independent 
measures  evident  in  the  two  countries.  Comparison  of  the  legislation 
of  the  two  countries  shows  that it is much  more  difficult  for  the  in-
dividual  concerned  to assess his  position  clearly  in  Germany  than  in 
the  Netherlands.  The  centralized solution in the  Netherlands  ~t least 
presents  a  clearer picture ,to  the  handicapped  person  seeKing advice. 
The  compartmentalized system  in  Germany,  which  is also  reflected in  the 
legislation,  has  unquestionably  displayed advantages  in  the  past. 
However,  close  cooperation and  coordination are  an  essential prerequi-
site for  the  optimum  efficiency of this system.  One  might  ask  here  whether 
even  0reater success  would  not  be  achieved  by  a  rehabilitation act 
legislating for  the  whole  federal  territory. 
It is quite  evident  in both  countries  that  the  shortages  of qualified 
specialists in rehabilitation  - which  vary  between the  individual 
special  disciplines  - are  prejudicial  to  the  further  development  of this 
field. 
Architectural  obstructions within  and  outside  prjvate  dwellings  continue 
in many  cases  to  present  major  obstacles  to  the  integration of  handicapped 
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persons.  Many  more  changes  will also  have  to  be  made  in  the  future 
to  public  transport vehicles  to  enable  the  handicapped  person  to 
enjoy his natural right  to  participate  in  the life of  our society. 
In recent years  considerable  progress  has  been  made  on  the  two  latter 
points  in  Germany  and  also  in  the  Netherlands.  For  instance,  in  the 
Netherlands  almost all trains are  equipped  with  special entrances 
for  wheel-chair  drivers;  in  Germany  and  in  the  Netherlands special 
handicapped persons'  building projects,  which  will be  integrated into 
existing municipal  estates  or  estates which  are  to  be  built,  are at 
the  planning stage.  The  FOKUS  foundation,  which  originates  in  Sweden, 
has  for  a  long  time  been  concerned  with  the  construction  of  dwellings 
for  handicapped  persons. 
Society's lack  of  understanding  for  handicapped  persons  constitutes  a 
major  problem  in rehabilitation,  and  much  remains  to  be  done  in  this 
field.  There  is a  need  to  cultivate greater awareness  of the  possi-
bilities of rehabilitation  and  an  even  greater  need  to  enlighten  non-
handicapped  members  of society about  the  role  of  handicapped  persons 
in it. The  prevailing attitudes  to  handicapped  persons range  from 
sympathy,  which  is not  helpful,  to  outright rejection.  Research must  be 
conducted  into  the  deeper  causes  of this  phenomenon.  This  may  then  be 
followed  by  specific  programmes  aimed at altering these attitudes, 
though  it must  be  recognized  that  this  will  involve  a  process  lasting 
several generations. 
~11 Meruber  States  should  standardize  their  terminology  in  the  field 
of rehabilitation as  a  matter  of  urgency.  This  is closely linked 
to  the  need  for  a  comprehensive  documentatJ.on  centre  for  rehabilitation 
literature.  ~tthout a  comprehensive  documentation  centre  of  this  type, 
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research in rehabilitation,  which  must  unquestionably be  intensified 
in  the  comj.ng  years,  will  be  unable  to  continue  to act as  a  stimulus 
for  progress.  The  existing documentation  centres are  in  our  view 
too  narrowly based  and  either  do  not  cover all the  disciplines  involved 
in rehabilitation cr  else are restricted to  a  limited geographical 
area.  In  addition  to  the  standardization  of  terminology  the  compiling 
of uniform rehabilitation statistics for all Member  States would  be 
of great advantage  in  planning discussions  and  decisions  in  the  field 
of rehabilitation. 
If this standardization were  achieved  the  exchange  of  views  between 
experts  in rehabilitation  from  the  individual Member  States would 
produce  much  more  in  the  way  of results  than  is possible  in  the 
present  situation  • 
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